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Lockwood: No Students
On Drug-Felony Panels
by Paul Dumont
President Theodore H. Lockwood anLockwood said he also felt the College
nounced last Friday that students charged needed a statement on drugs, that the abwith or convicted of a drug-related felony sence of such a statement was unfair to
will be brought before a panel of one or more students.
administrators to determine whether they
Lockwood said that he has not rejected the
will be suspended from the College.
TCC amendment to the adjudicative
The announcement, mailed to students system. He said the present policy reflects
the fact that the administration is legally
President Lockwood will meet with the responsible if the College endangers other
TCC this afternoon at 3 p.m. in Committee people by allowing a student charged with or
Room in Mather Hall to discuss the new convicted of a felony to stay on campus.
"I don't know whether it is fair to put
drug policy. The TCC will meet in executive
session and the public will not be admitted. people in a situation in which they recommend something for which they are not
liable," he said. The hearings called for
Tuesday, also said, "The College may find speed and a knowledge of law, according to
itself obligated to apprise the appropriate Lockwood,
public agencies when it has knowledge of
Lockwood cited two criteria to be conviolations because the possession, use, sale, sidered at hearings regarding suspension.
manufacture, prescription or distribution of The first deals with whether or not the
illegal drugs is an offense against Con- student is likely to harm others.
necticut and federal laws."
Under this criteria a person just smoking
The announcement comes in the wake of a marijuana would not be suspended, "at
Trinity College Council recommendation least until he is proven guilty," Lockwood
recently made to Lockwood calling for an said. Suspension is more likely if heroin or
adjudicative panel of students to preside in
(continued on p. 5)
student felony cases.
Lockwood said in an interview Wednesday
that his decision was partly brought on by
pressure both from outside and within the .
College community. He added that memEarth Day-1971
bers of the Board of Trustees were among Earth Action Group and Nader Raiders
the parties "concerned" about drugs at the sponsor a "March For the Earth"
College.
tomorrow. See page 5.
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TCB Demands
David A. Bnrthwcll, 7-1 (left), and Adron D. Keaton, '74, address meeting of T.C.C.
Wednesday. Keaton accused the T.C.C. of not negotiating in good faith with the T.C.B., of
which he and Burlhwcll are co-chairmen.

TCC Responds to TCB Demands
The Trinity College Council responded to
each of the Trinity Coalitions of Blacks'
demands, (indorsing almost all of them in
part, but modifying the original request.
The committee passed six recommendations at its Wednesday meeting on
areas ranging from providing the TCB with
a house (o giving raises to student workers.
In order Lo investigate the demands made
March 17, the Council established a fourman subcommittee. The subcommittee's
report served as the basis for the final
recommendations.
The recommendations of the TCC drew

Tuition Rises
to Meet New
71-72Budget
Tuition will rise $200 and room rent $100 as
part of the 1971-1972 budget approved last
week. The budget approved was $180,000
below the requested amount. Because of this
deficit, there will be:
::
no renovations or repairs in College
facilities, except in dormitories and Mather
Hall;
' a decrease, percentage-wise, in financial
aid;
•'' no increase in number of Faculty;
1
a reduction in the number of student
graders and assistants.
Allotment for financial aid was increased
from $7M,i)U0 for 1970-1971 to $757,000 for
1(171-1972. Given the increase in tuition and
the student body the figure actually
represents a percentage decline.
Meal sen-vices from SAGA foods will increase by 3.5",'>. From the $40 increase
President" Lockwood says "approximately
$20" will be designated for summer improvements in Mather Hall.
The Library, which requested a budget of
$322,000. a $20,000 increase over last year's
allotment, will receive $315,000. The increase over last year's budget will "permit
the necessary salary increases and improvement in* services although book puri continued on J). H»

by Matthew Moloshok
criticism from the co-chairmen of the TCB,
David A. Barthwell, '74, and Adron D.
Keaton, '74, who said that the Council had
failed to respond to the demands of the TCB.
They claimed that the Council had submerged the Blacks' interests by including
other minority groups in their report.
Keaton said, "Our demands were Black
demands."
The Council recommended the continuation of present policies concerning
admissions and financial aid. The Council
claimed the admission of "a higher percentage of minority applicants than ...
applicants in general ... would lead to the
conclusion that we are offering admission to
all eligible minority applicants,"
The report of the subcommittee said the
College should continue its policy of basing
financial aid solely on the need of the applicant, and should not reduce an award
unless the need diminishes. Both the report
of the subcommittee and the final TCC
report recommended that the Disadvantaged Students' Fund be "adequately
funded." This Fund is for emergency use for
covering expenses not anticipated in the
financial aid package. This year, the Fund
had an initial allocation of $8,000 dollars,
which was later supplemented by a $2,000
grant, giving it a total of $10,000. The Fund,
according to Dean of Community Life Marc
S. Salisch, requested a $20,000 allotment for
next year. It has been given only $10,500,
according to Robert A. Pedemonti,
associate comptroller.
The subcommittee of Eugene W. Davis,
professor of history, Andrew I. Wolf, '73,
Michael S. Lederberg, '73, and Salisch urged
the Academic Affairs Committee to look into
the TCB's demand for the suspension of
"academic procedural policies" for Blacks
until programs become "relevant to Black
People."
The TCB's demand that it be funded by the
College was rejected by the Council. It said
all student activities and organizations
would be supported by the Student Activities
Fund. The money for that fund is raised by
imposing a fee on all students. The TCC
added that the College gave the TCB a form
of subsidy by providing them with a house.
At the present time the TCB is funded with
money from the student activities fund.
The Council endorsed the concept of

giving students higher wages should it
become "financially feasible." They urged
the Office of Financial Aid to develop "an
incentive program" for student employees.
At the present time no students are offered
raises or promotions. The TCC also called
for what it described as "an Affirmative
Action Program" to get more students jobs,
(continued on p. 5)

Dorm Selection
College Affairs Committee presents new
procedure for dorm selections. See
report on page 5.
Spring Offensive
Student Mobilization Committee plans a
weekend of actions against the war in
Washington, April 23 and 24. See story on
page 8.
Student Government
Attempt to form a new student government fails. See page 9.

Two Students Readmitted
After Marijuana Arrests
Two students suspended from the College
during vacation after being convicted of
posession and sale of marijuana were
readmitted to the College after hearings
before a faculty-administration panel
Tuesday.
The hearings were held under President
Lockwood's recent policy statement on drug
use.
One of the students has already served a
fifty day sentence in a Connecticut prison.
The other student is free on bond while
appealing his conviction.
A third student suspended after being
charged with a drug offense has not yet been
tried. According to Dean of Community Life
Marc S. Salisch, the third student has not
applied to the College for readmission.
According to Salisch the three students
were suspended about two weeks ago after a
decision "by the administration." Salisch
indicated that he had not made the decisions
to suspend, though he had sent the letters
informing the students of their suspension.
In a Tripod interview Wednesday, Lockwood said that he would "not clarify who
made the decision." "Relevant officers got
together and discussed it," Lockwood added.
The members of the panel were Dr. Edward W. Sloan, associate professor of
history, Dr. Robert C. Stewart, professor of
mathematics, R. Malcolm Salter, Director
of the News Bureau, and N. Robbins Winslow, associate Dean for Educational
Services.
A Tripod reporter was not allowed to
attend the hearings. Both of the students

who appeared said before the hearing that
they would agree to the presence of a
reporter at the meeting. Neither student
asked the committee to allow a reporter to
attend the hearing.
One of the students said that he was afraid
such a request would prejudice the panel
against his request for readmission. The
other student said that the committee
"made it known to me that it would be
useless to ask" to have a reporter admitted.
Both students said that they were told that
the meetings would be "strictly confidential". One student said that he was told
that reporters were being excluded for to
protect him.
Thomas A. Smith, vice president of the
College, said that the decision to exclude
reporters was made by the administration.
Smith said that the panel's decision would
not be publicly announced.
The names of the students involved in the
hearings were not printed in the Tripod
because the newspaper did not wish to
create "an easily accessible, public record
of the charges against students and the fact
that they were suspended because of drugrelated charges," according to Richard
Klibaner, editor of the Tripod.
Thomas A. Smith, Vice President of the
College, requested that the students names
not be reported. Smith said that the College
would not release the students' names to any
individual or agency without the students'
permission. According to Smith, the record
of the closed door hearing would not be
released unless a court subpoenaed the
College's files.
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New York: Drama

Albee's "All Over" Evokes Style Of "Godot"
Edward Albee's All Over, which opened in
New York last month, aroused an immediate controversy. Although some found
Albee's treatment of death sensitive and
original, many felt that Albee had only
proved that it was his career as a playwright
that was all over. It has been said that the
play does not develop its characters very
well, that the language is awkward and does
not vary from character to character, and
that Albee has taken all the dramatic impact out of the subject of death. Although the
language in All Over does not have the fierce
energy of that in Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? and the characters are less complex
than those in A Delicate Balance, it is a
mistake to judge this play by previous
standards.
The play concerns the imminent death of
some unnamed great man who is dying
behind a screen in his living room and is
never seen by the audience. In front of the
screen the man's wife, mistress, son
daughter, best friend, doctor, and nurse
await his death. During the play these
people try unsuccessfully to come to grips
with the fact of death. There is little interaction among the characters-for the
most part they seem to be thinking aloudand the wife, the mistress, and the daughter
are the only ones who are given very much
to say. The wife,' oddly enough, feels
somewhat friendly, towards her husband's
mistress but cannot stand her own son-and
daughter. The mistress is made human
enough by Albee so that her affection for the
man's real family does not seem false. The
daughter resents both her mother and the
mistress and feels that they are hypocrites if

by Tom Regnier
they say they feel anything for her father's psychological study of the characters. In
death. At one point the wife asks her terms of style, All Over has more in comwith Waiting for Godot than with Death
husband's best friend at what age he first mon
1
understood he was going to die. "At that age ol a Salesman. As the mistress says, "This
when everyone becomes a philosopher- is a ritual, isn't it?" The play is more abfifteen," he replies. But the wife says that stract than concrete. It does not deal with
she doesn't mean that-- she means the time particular people awaiting a certain man's
when he realized that he was at the peak of death, but with death itself. Albee is trying
the roller coaster ride and was on his way to express the impotence which people feel
down, that it was more than half over. To in the face of death. The lack of characthis he replies, "Thirty-eight." Near the end terization arises from the fact that the

This is a ritual,
isn't it?"
of the play the wife admits her resentment
towards the others in the room. "I don't love
any of you, " she says, " I love my
husband." Finally the doctor comes forward and announces that it is "all over.
Many of the difficulties of the play can be
overcome by discarding the assumption that
Albee has followed the tradition of Eugene
O'Neill, Tennessee Williams, and Arthur
Miller-a tradition which is essentially
realistic and requires an intense

JEAN-LOUIS BARRAULT

"AN EVENING OF
CONTEMPORY DANCE .
Directed by CLIVE THOMPSON
APRIL 16th and 17th

GOODWIN THEATRE
ADMISSION FREE

Those whose minds are not dead to a
slightly unexpected approach will recognize
in All Over that Albee's talent is alive and
well.

DOO DA, Country Show,
Found Toe^Stomping Good

Barrault Gives
French Lecture
On Dramatics
'" Jean Louis Barrault,-French actor,
director, and producer^ gave a lecture and
readings on the French Theatre in French in
the Goodwin Theatre of the. Austin Arts
Center Wednesday. He was presented under
special arrangement with the O'Neill
Center's National Theatre Institute and was
co-sponsored by the Austin Arts Center, the
Modern Languages Department and the
Alliance Francaise.
. ...
Barrault has produced the works of the
classic French theatre'of Moliere,. Racine,
Corneille, etc.m as well as plays by contemporary authors such as Paul Claudel,
Samuel Beckett and Albert Camus. He is a
• master of pantomime and has taught a
whole generation of mimes including the
renowned Marcel Marceau.

people are not the main interest, for death
transcends them all. Albee does not even
give his characters names-they are listed
only as The Wife, The Mistress, The
Daughter, etc. They are something like a
Greek chorus chanting the death rites for a
great man-but a modern chorus in which no
one is sure what he is supposed to say or
whether the rites will mean anything. The
fact that the language sounds the same no
matter who is speaking can be understood if

the play is seen as a ritual rather than as a
slice of life.
At the end of the play there is no
catharisis, as there might have been had
Albee used more concrete detail. We cannot
cry at the man's death because we have not
come to know him as a human being. Nor
can we cry for the living. They themselves
are not crying; they are just bewildered and
lost. But Albee does not want us to cry
because then we might feel better about the
whole thing. And Albee does not want us to
feel better about it; he wants us to be
bothered by it. Instead of relief, we get an
uncomfortable feeling of helplessness and
uncertainty. We are face to face with the
utter mystery of death. What can one do
when the only person one has ever loved no
longer exists? What is the meaning behind
the words,"all over"?
All Over has been given a highly polished
production under the expert direction of
John Gielgud. The entire cast performs
quite well with Jessica Tandy giving a
forceful yet refined portrayal of the wife.
Colleen Dewhurst, as the mistress, is able to
give depth to the role and to avoid making a
stereotype of the character. Madeleine
Sherwood plays the daughter as a bitter,
frustrated young woman. Yet no one in the
cast makes the mistake of drawings our
attention away from the play as a whole.
The production is well served by Rouben
Ter-Arutunian's austere black set.

by Matthew Moloshok
He dominated the show start to finish
Editor's note:
'
> The melody is old in America. Bythe time writing all the music for the remainder of
of the Civil War it was well know as "My ' the shpW and playing !with ia; constant; :level of
•Western Home." In 1933, the President of ' ' A t t i e H c a h B e a u t y . " ' ' ; " - "•'•' •'- •''* ' '••'•'•"•' t
the,,^United , State?,. JjYanklin.--, Delano •'.'•'The show itself was inconsistent.-While
Roosevelt, saiditwashis favorite song. This dancing is hardly my metier, the dancing
piece of information touched off a furious seemed more fun than aspired: Mem like
and
other
major
copyright war between two rival publishers, Ballanchine
before the song was ruled to be in the public choreographers have seen more beauty in
American folksteps than have the
domain.
choreographers of "Doo Da."
Take the opener, "Howdy." The music
And then there was Doo Da, the "all was fast and fun and everyone danced on in
original country-western review" playing it absurd little steps which were, as far as I
all over again, and dancing to it: yes, yes, could tell, mainly athletiCr
:
"Home, Home on the Range." Sung and
The dancing for' 'Home on the Range" did danced to.
not drive me wild with passion, either. And
Doo Da was dedicated to the man who while the lighting got "oohs" and "ahs" (or
started it all by writing "Home on the should I say, "doos" and "dahs?") it was
Range." Judging by "Doo Da," he should be nothing really good. Just dramatic
worshipped.
backlighting's all 'twas.
Now, if your were here Thursday night,
Of course, even the dancing had its
March 25, and you went to the Austin Arts moments, and, anyway, I am a strong
Center and laid down your two bits (which, believer in having fun. The bar-room sketch
city-slicker that I am, I soon learned was a was imaginative and properly lewd. The
quater), you had a real good time. A down- sight of two dancers playing the swinging
home time.
saloon doors had me in the aisle.
The audience knew it was good. ToeAnd before anyone yells at me, waving the
stomping, shouting, hands clapping, they banner of the late and unlamented Jason
got into the down-home quality of all the
Lloyd in my face, I would like to
players and let them know that they were congradulate William Tingley and his
turning out the best show of the season.
company, who really did a phenomenal job.
From the beginning the show caught the Doo Da and Portable Circus are just about
imagination of the audience. The overture the only all student operations on the
was simple and sweet. A song by the campus, which may say something about
College's own "Wailin' Dave" Robinson, retaining one's ties with the College, but*
"Fly, Darling, Fly" was a pretty little tune anyway, it should be recalled that this was a
which led right into a Hank Williams piece, student effort. I was having such a good
done somewhat tongue-in-cheek, which is, time, I could easily forgive any mistakes
after all, the only way to do Hank Williams. they might have made. Just trying to offer
Then came the classic country ballad, some constructive criticism for, what I hope
Bobby McGee, recently put on a 45 disc by will be, a next time.
the late great Janis Joplin. The three man
Yes, two things above all else convinced
band's riffs were startling in their sim- me that Doo Da was great: two numbers
plicity, especially after Janis wailing. called "Courtin" and "Come All Ye
Really fine. After each number the audience Children," which were beautiful.
clapped and stamped. But the last two
Ting Tingley himself danced "Courtin ^
numbers were the best: a medley of Dylan's with Miss Beverly Nelson, as Fred 0. and
"Ain't Goin' Nowhere" and the Grateful Maggje Tingley, sang the gorgeous ballad.
Dead's "Ripple." Each song is quin- The choreography and dancing were the
tessential country.and the transition bet- best in the show. As Fred and Maggie sang
ween the two was just brilliant.
"Will you marry me and forget every_ man
Now, some will say, you praise the you ever knew," I was strangley excited.
musicians far too much. They hardly finger- Here the dancing did not simply mirror the
picked at all, and neither guitarist broke music but enhanced it. (P.S, to Mr. Osborn:
into fabulous licks. Yet all-in-all the music Would tremendously appreciate words and
was beautiful. It could have been overdone, music to "Courtin." Loved it.)
and instead vas underplayed just right.
Finally the a capella rendition of the
What can you say? "Wailin' Dave" played round "Come All, Ye Children," ended the
consistent guitar, and John "Klondike" simple - plain and happy and beautiful --'
Koehler laid down a solid base. But THE evening. If the College community could
MAN, from beginning to end, was convince the cast to put it on again, let's all
unquestionably the other man, Fred Osborn. come to see. Come all ye children.
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Dance Recital
Here Tonight
i

Clive Thompson, artist-in-residence and
director of Trinity's Dance Department, will
present "An Evening of Contemporary
Dance" in the Goodwin Theatre of the
Austin Arts Center at Trinity on Friday and
Saturday, April 16 and 17, at 8:30 p.m. The
public is invited.
The program, which will feature advanced students as well as involve the entire
company including beginners, will include a
lecture-demonstration of the Martha
Graham technique, a revival of a work
presented last year and three new works.
The choreography and costumes were
executed by Thompson.
Thompson, who has been called one of
America's leading male dancers, is a soloist
with the Martha Graham Company and the
Alvin Ailey Dance Company, with whom he
toured the Soviet Union last year. The Ailey
Company also was critically hailed in a
recent dance festival held in New York City
after the European tour.

*. sgaisj; MgEMI^^lSM^Mi^MMfiL'' ' - JUSSii&SHiilil^ fiiEi

Wiggle While You Work:

According to Thompson, his aim is to
develop a program that will bring dance to
the campus and cultivate understanding of
the art in the college and city through direct
involvement and finally create the nucleus
of a repertory company here.

(.'live Thompson's contemporary dance troupe rehearses for its recital tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:30 p.m. in Goodwin Theater. Admission is free.

Coming April 21

Hartt College
Brings Strings,
Lutes Sunday

The Band in Concert
by David Banasli
All of Trinity College has been asking the every ounce of emotional reserve. But how
question, "Where is the Band?" And cer- might he know he was playing to an
tainly lor all ostensible purposes the Band audience? The door of Garmany was closed,
has disappeared. Alter the last snare drum and there was little reason to believe that he
marched off the Wesleyan football field in knew the walls might transmit music. Could
the famous "floating T" position, the Band it be that the Band was rehearsing for
blended into the stands and has not per- something?
formed since. Was that haunting, last
I remained there through the evening
"Neath the Elms" the threnody for the unable to leave. First Persichetti, then
theurgical thirty? Where are the songs of selections from Funny Girl, Vaughan
yesterday?
Williams, Nellybell, Frescobaldi, and
Fortunately, some of us have not had only finally an unexpurgated version of John
memories to rely on for our musical culture Phillip Sousa's "Hands Across the Sea."
during this long winter and spring. Mirabile There was more there to appreciate than I
dictu, wonderfully pitched harmonies have could ever deserve. Finally there was no
been heard wafting into the southeast corner more, and I spied a musician leaving
of the library and weaving around Krieble Garmany. "Uh, excuse me, please, but
on clear Tuesday evenings. One such could you tell me what you were doing in
evening, I traced the sound. I believe I saw there?"
and heard, the Trinity College Band from
"What the hell do you think we were
the window. I was transfixed in the ecstacy doing, peeling oranges?"
of discovery but was able to recover my
"Peeling oranges? Why no, it rather
senses in the silence between movements, seemed to me to ...."
and 1 walked into the Austin Arts Center. As
I opened the door the Giannini strain which
"Flake off, buddy," he said in a cruel
had first trapped me was repeated. It snub. However, by accident I happened to
stopped and was repeated again and again, turn around toward the bulletin board and
each climax more stimulating than the read under the entry for April 21, "Trinity
throb before. I was out of control, my head Band's Spring Concert, 8:15 p.m. in
spinning, my body tense, my mind only Goodwin Theatre." I thought for a minute
wanting to hear the phrase resolved and and then in a flash it all fitted together: just
repeated. Then it stopped, and I slouched now I was witness to the Band in concert
down over the foyer drinking fountain in a rehearsal. They would perform once more!
stupor. I had the strange feeling that the I walked out once again into the night air
conductor was playing with his audience, wildly chortling to myself. What would
working them until he had their whole happen in the Trinity College community if
existence under his power, then draining it, too, was let in on the news?

Sock Hop
There will be a "Raider's Dance
Sock Hop Saturday, April 17, from
8:30 to 12:00 in the Washington
Room, It will feature Golden Oldies
and all are encouraged to come
dressed in appropriate apparel.
Admission is free.

CELLULOSE

Mick logger's PERFORMMCE
The notorious PERFORMANCE is at the
Cinestudio this weekend. No movie released
within the past year has caused more stir
than this little peice of nastiness which stars
the man himself, Mick Jagger. Not since the
early days of Warhol's film career have
critics been so quick to call a film "trash"
and "worthless". Even many of those who
like PKRFORMANt'K are the first to point
out the real evil and nigilism that lurks at
the film's heart and dirty soul. However,
with a bit of a sense of humor, one can agree
with Roger Greenspun who called it "the
ultimate metaphysical comic strip."
Considering its utter uniqueness and its
overwhelming, depressing subject matter,
it is amazing that it was ever made at all.
Rumour has it that a Warner Brothers
executive was going to resign if the film was
ever released. Well, it's out, and you should
see it. but only if you are straight and sober
Otherwise, you will be just plain bummed
out.
. . .
In a few words. PERFORMANCE is a bad
trip. Never has a movie been made which
describes the experience of acid with such
vividness and truth. There is no way one can
view this film without realizing thai.its
makers wanted to convey the feeling ot LSD

and the way it distorts and amplifies reality.
Just in the opening minutes the viewer is
tossed around in a myriad of flashbacks and
flashforwards with odd details and weird
camera angles. Behind this unusual
narrative style is a story of such violence
that it makes THE WILD BUNCH and
BONNIE AND CLYDE look like pastoral
idylls.
Basically the plot concerns a sadistic
gangster who, having double crossed his
higher-ups, goes into hiding by renting a
room in a house occupied by a retured rock
star played by Jagger, Actually that is all
one can pin down as far as the story goes
because once Chas, the gangster, encounters the rock star Turner, you cannot be
sure what the hell is going on.
In a way, the thrust of the movie comes
from the gradual dissolution of Chas' world
and values as he gets more and more involved with Turner and his two girls and his
mushroom patch in the backyard. At first a
man of absolute violence and sadism, Chas
begins to flow into the world of Turner which
can best described by Norman 0. Brown's
term, poiymorphously perverse. As a
disciple of PLAYBOY, Chas is thrown into a
place where sexuality reigns and where

The String and Lute Consorts of the Hartt
College of Music Collegium Musicum will
present an unusual program of music i'rom
the twelfth to the early eighteenth centuries
in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center of Trinity College on Sunday, (April
18) at 8:15 p.m. The concert is presented in
conjunction with the Department of Music
History of Hartt College, University of
Hartford. Director and lute soloist of the
Collegium is Professor Joseph Iadone. The
concert is open to the public without charge.
The program will begin with music for
string consort by the English composers
Gibbons and Jenkins. The string group will
present a Trio Sonata by the little-known
18th century Bohemian composer, Johann
• Zelenka. Joining the string consort will be
Pamela Kucenis, soprano, in a group of
Elizabethan songs by William Cobbold.
Members of the lute consort will be
featured in the second part of the program
in a group of monophonic songs of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries to be performed on viola and lute. The program will
conclude with a variety of pieces for lute
consort from the French, Italian and
English schools of the fourteenth through
sixteenth centuries.
The Hartt Collegium Musicum, in its
relatively few years of existence, has
compiled a record of excellence in the
performance of early music. Critics have
acclaimed the Collegium for its research in
; discovering little known music from the
Baroque and earlier centuries and the skill
and authenticity with which the. group
performs these works.

there are no distinctions made between
sexes. Perhaps Stephen Farber in CINEMA
magazine stated the situation of the film
best by saying, "PERFORMANCE is
essentially a variation on a religious conversion story-a depraved man of violence is
saved by learning how to love." God, this is
some kind of conversion. In the end; these
two opposite personalities merge quite
literally into a single being.
Having seen the film only once, and then
on a dinky little screen, I find it is quite
impossible to put all the odd ends and pieces
together. Jagger is just fine in his role which
seems to bare a close resemblance to the
way he actually lives. It is sort of a cross
between SATANIC MAJESTIES and
GIMMIE SHELTER, mixing all the
freakiness of the former with the raw evil of
the latter. Perhaps the highlight of the film
is the song MEMO FROM TURNER which
is sung by Jagger with his hair slicked back
and with the Rolling Stones cooking on the
soundtrack. All in all. PERFORMANCE is a
strange, compelling movie. While it is an
unsettling experience to watch, it becomes
even more powerful and intriguing when
you sit back and think about it a few hours
later.

A
handicap
doesn't
have to
be a
hangup.
[f you need rehabilitation —
or know someone
who does—write to
HURRAH, Box 1200,
Washington, D.C. 20013.

HURRAH
Help Us Reach and Rehabilitate
America's Handicapped
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Announces New Elections
The Mather Hall Board of Governors has
adopted new guidelines to govern its activities for the coming year. Due to a
"general feeling of discontent " with its
operations over the past year, the Board
accepted a list of specific guidelines written
by Andrew Wolf 73 and Ty Geltmaker '74 at
its most recent meeting.
In a pressrelease, the Board appealed for
new members, noting that any Trinity
College student may join. According to a
spokesman for the M.H.B.O.G., increased
student participation is a necessity if
"M.H.B.O.G. is to be a productive force."
New elections of officers will be held April
19 at 7:00p.m. in the Senate Room of Mather
Hall. Any Trinity student is eligible to hold
office, regardless of whether he has served
on the Board in the past year, according to
the Board announcement.
. The M.H.B.O.G. urges that aU students
interested in its activities attend the
meeting on April 19.
The guidelines specified that the Board
shall consist of four standing committees:

—The Concert Committee will develop a
series of concert programs enlisting the
services - of the directors of advertising,
staging and security.
—The Black Advisory Committee will
recommend to and carry out through the
Board, "a diverse spectrum of events
significant to the Black Community."
—The Activities Committee will "coordinate small and esoteric activities not
qnder the jurisdiction of the Concert
Committee."
—The publicity Committee will publicize
all Board sponsored activities through the
various media, as directed by the Board.
Article 2 of the Statement specified that
"membership in the organization shall be
non-elective, and open to any undergraduate
student of Trinity College regardless of
race, sex, religion, political, musical, or
artistic creed. Members shall be eligible for
voting privileges only after actively participating in Board sponsored activities for a
period of time equivalent to one academic
semester."

Blow My Horn
Julie Christie and George C. Scott star in "Petulia", playing now at Cinestudio, at 8:30
and 12:20 this evening. In the same bill this weekend is "Performance" starring Mick
Jagger.

This Week in the Arts
Hartford Stage
Noel Coward's perennial favorite,
BLITHE SPIRIT, breezed into the Hartford
Stage Company last week drawing delighted
laughter from its opening night audience.
The comedy of the occult and its effect on
marriage proved to be as fresh and impertinent today as it was thrity years ago,
under the deft direction of Nagle Jackson.
Coping with problems of a novelist whose
first wife appears from the Other Side after
dinner one night is Peter Duncan in the role
of Charles Condomine. His earthly and all
too present wife, Ruth, is played by Lois de
Banzie; while the whimsical ghost, Elvira,
is Charlotte Moore.
Darthy Blair strides into this picture as
the wacky, slightly inept medium, Madame
Arcati. Carrying her bicycle pump and
talking to birds and spirits equally happily,
Miss Blair adds another unforgettable
characterization to her formidable list.
Josephine Nichols and David 0. Petersen
play Dr. and Mrs. Bradman, dinner guests
at a seance. Iana Hicken gallops through the
evening as Edith, the adenoidal maid.
The production will run through May 9th.

Opera
Seymour
Schwartzman,
leading
American baritone with the New York City
Opera Company, will sing the role of the
Consul in Connecticut Opera Association's
production of "Madame Betterfly" at 8 p.m.
in Bushnell Memorial, Wed., April 21.
Known for his gift of putting himself into
the character of the aria, Schwartzman
gained many friends at a recent concert in
Waterbury who are looking forward to his
Hartford appearance. Called "an asset to
the ranks of operatic baritones" by the N..Y.
Times, Schwartzman commands a large
repertory including the title role in
"Rigoletto, " Count di Luna in "II
Trovatore," Scarpia in "Tosca" and Tonio
in "I Pagliacci." He has appeared as guest
artist with leading opera companies here
and abroad.
Telephone reservations for the April 21
performance of "Madame Butterfly" are
now being accepted by Bushnell Memorial
box office, 246-6807.

Yale Repertory
New Haven's Yale Repertory Theatre has
announced that Samuel Beckett's short
work, "Play," will be presented on the same
bill with Georg Buechner's "Woyzeck," the
fifth production of the current season. Both
plays will be directed by Tom Haas, and
Marion Brown, an internationally ac- *
claimed avant-garde musician, will compose an original contemporary score for
"Woyzeck."
Beckett's "Play" deals with a man and
two women immobilized in three gigantic
urns, unable to budge, unconscious of one
another's presence. They represent a wife,
her husband, and his sometime mistress
imprisoned in one of the lower circles of hell,
damned to ruminate eternally on their petty
lives and vices.
Robert Brustein, artistic director of the
Yale company, has described the work as a
"strangely compelling experience. .
.something of a new departure... a litany of
adultery, a hellish triptych in a bourgeois
inferno."
"Woyzeck" and "Play" continues through
Saturday, April 24 with performances
Tuesday through Saturday at 8:00 p.m. and
Saturday matinees at 2:30 p.m. For
reservations and information call 562-9953.

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Acrots from Trinity College
287 Nsw Britain Aw.,
Hartfood

"Cell heforv you im>e
theQtmpus"
MOB. - Thai. 11 *JW.-S2 pjn.
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Concert
A series of lieder concerts is planned at
the Wadsworth Atheneum during April and
May. The first concert will be a program of
works by Gluck, Mozart, Wolf and Debussy
sung, by Richard Parke, tenor, on Sunday,
April 18, in Tapestry Hall at 3 p.m. The
concert is open to the public and without
charge for admission.
Richard Parke is presently studying at the
Yale University School of Music, a recipient
of the Louis Sedler Vice Scholarship. He has
performed in New York at Carnegie Recital
Hall, on N.B.C. and C.B.S. television, with
the American Opera Society and with the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra. In 1968
Mr. Parke sang the role of "John", a part
written specifically for him, in a
Metropolitan Opera performance of Jerome
Hines' sacred music drama "I Am the
Way". He has performed with the New
Haven Opera Society and the Yale
University Collegium Concert.

Gardens
A lecture on "Italian Flower Collector's
Gardens in Seventeenth Century Italy" will
be sponsored on April 26 by the Friends of
Art at Trinity College.
Miss Georgina Masson will deliver the
talk at 4:00 p.m. in the Austin Arts Center.
Miss Masson is a well-known scholar and
writer on Italian landscape architecture.
She has written biographies of Fredrick II of
Hohenstaufen and Queen Christina of
Sweden.
The Friends were formed to bring artistic,
programs to the Arts Center. In the past
they have sponsored a concert by Marcel ^
Jean and an Evening of Contemporary i
Dance with Clive Thompson.
,

Refunds
Students who have not received their
Jefferson Airplane ticket refund may
pick it up at Mather Hall Desk. Bring ED.

Cinestudio
Friday and Saturday
Performance
Petulia
Starts Sunday
Give Her the Moon
Electra
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CAC Approves New
Room Selection Plan

by Bob Shapiro
A revised room selecton system was
The room selection system maintains the
approved by the College Affairs Committee priority of seniors to choose rooms before
at their Tuesday meeting.
juniors
and
juniors
before
A spokesman for the Office of Community sophomores,.Each class, however, has been
Life said that the proposal was acceptable divided into four categories according to the
and that the office would be willing to work rooms they now live in.
with it.
The committee also passed a proposal by
Students presently residing in the least
Alfred A, Garofolo, Director of campus desirable
dorms will randomly be assigned
security, which calls for an increased the best room
numbers in their class. The
parking fee of $20 for students who want to third most desirable
group will then be
use campus facilities, enforced use of given numbers randomly,
followed by the
peripheral parking areas, especially for second and then the first group.
freshmen and sophomores, and the conTftere has also been a change in the
struction of 100 more spaces foe cars in the
South Campus area which will be financed selection of dorm rooms. The highest
number of the group that wishes to choose a
out of the $20 fee.
no longer determine the selection.
The parking proposal was sent to Thomas . room willthe
numbers of all the potential
A. Smith, Vice President of the College, with Instead,
occupants ( for example, four students
the recommendations that the faculty, desiring
four-man room) will be averaged
administration and staff be required to pay and theyawill
be given one number.
a registration fee as well as the students,
If none of the choices of the group are
and that they be liable to pay parking fines
accepted, it may disband. Each, member
as the students are. • i .- •
regain his individual number and he will
For instance, the room requests a group of will
be
Xree
to join up with other who have not yet
four students with an average number of 100 been selected
for rooms in the selection
would select their room after an individual
The same averaging process will
student of a group of students with a room system.
priority number of 99 and before a student or take place for them.
According to the proposed selection
a group of students with a number of 101.
system,
presently living offIf none of the rooms or groups of rooms campus students
and
students
away on open
requested by a group are available, the semesters, exchanges, independent
study,
group may disband. Each student in the leave of absence and not living on campus
group will regain his individual number. He
be assigned rooms according to their
will be free to form a group with other will
and to the category of the dorm which
students who have not yet been received class
they
last
occupied.
rooms in the room selection process.
Transfer
students, the proposal states,
Under the new room selection system
rising seniors will continue to choose rooms "will be assigned rooms at the discretion of
before rising juniors, and rising juniors will the Office of Community Life who will incontinue to choose rooms before rising soph- tegrate them into their class status group."
mores.
The room selection proposal also included
Within each class students will be
assigned nembers based on the desirability several suggestions to the Office of Community Life:
of the rooms they now live in.
*The rooms reserved for freshmen should
The students within each class are
divided into four groups based on the reflect the general range of rooms available
desirablity of the rooms they are now living on campus.
in. The group of students living in the least
*A11 floors suitable should be designated
desirable rooms will be randomly assigned as co-ed floors. Because there are floors
the best room numbers within their class. which do not have the proper facilities, such
Students now living in the most desirable as separate bathrooms for men and women,
rooms will be randomly assigned the worst enough floors would be available to- those
priority numbers in their class.
who preferred non-coed floors.
*The number of requests considered at the
Students will choose rooms in the order of
their room priority numbers. The priority same time should be as small as possible to
numbers of a group of students who wish to give students a better idea what rooms are
live in one room or a group of rooms will be still available.
*Once assigned a room, no student should
averaged.
The group's request for a room or a group be displaced. Should irregularities occur, or
of rooms will be considered when their should a number miss its turn for any
average number is reached in the list of all reason, it loses its normal priority and will
students and groups of students requesting be accommodated by the next available
selection.
rooms.

Ecology March Saturday;
Earth Action Day Declared
by Jay Mandt
The Connecticut Earth Action Group March would be used to fund such a staff,
(C.E.A.G.) will hold a rally at Colt Park, in which would engage in consummer
Hartford, Saturday. A Trinity College group protection research, lobbying, and conassociated with C.E.A.G. has declared summer legal aid programs.
The March will begin from several points
Saturday "Earth Action Day at Trinity",
and has announced plans for on-campus in the Hartford area, and converge at Colt
Park at 3 p.m., according to coordinator
ecology action Saturday.
The "March for the Earth" planned by Windsor. Windsor, a University of ConC.E.A.G. is expected to involve between necticut law student said that the March had
10,000 and 25,000 students and other con- recieved permits, and that order would be
cerned individuals. Each marcher will have maintained by marshall provided by each
collected a dollar for each mile of his ten town through the marchers will pass.
The Trinity group has, announced plans to
mile walk, according to March coordinator,
plant $300 worth of trees and shrubs, acLarry Windsor.
Funds collected will be used to finance a cording to Andy Wolf, '73, a spokesman for
Connecticut program of continuing ecology the group. In addition to the plantings, said
and consummer action, under the overall Wolf, students would clean the "Jarvis
direction of national consummer advocate dormitory catacombs". Wolf stated that the
Ralph Nader. Plans for this group were Buildings and Grounds department, the
outlined by Donald K. Ross, one of "Nader's Mather Campus Center, and the Mather
Raiders", in addresses before citizen groups Hall Board of Governors were sponsoring
the Trinity activities.
throughout Connecticut.
According to Ross, C.E.A.G. will attempt
Nationally known consummer advocate
to establish a permanent ecologyRalph
Nader was supposed to have toured
consummer lobby in Connecticut to give
cifi7ens a greater voice in the state Connecticut April 7, but was unable to make
his scheduled stops because he missed a
e g S t u r e . Speaking at Trinity College plane
Lake City, according to a press
April 7, Ross argued that, state regulative releasein Salt
from C.E.A.G. In Nader's place,
agencies were not protecting the public Donald Ross, a member of Nader's staff,
because these agencies are controlled by addressed about 200 people at Trinity
business corporations or under the in- College. Ross stressed that "the real need is
fluence of highly trained and well-paid full to get government back down to the people."
time industry lobbyists.
Persons wishing information on the
In order to compete with industry, said March for the Earth have been asked to
Ross citizen groups need "permanent staffs contact Jon Von Ranson, at.521-4813. For
to provide continuity, that previous popular information on "Earth Action Day at
organizations have lacked." Ross stated Trinity", people should contact Andy Wolf.
tint all the money raised by the April 17

Closed
Doors
An administrative-faculty panel met Tuesday to consider readmission of students
convicted of drug abuse. TRIPOD reporters were not allowed to attend the hearings, and
the administration stated that the panel's decision would not be made public.

Felons

other dangerous drugs are being used or
sold, Lockwood said.
The second criteria asks if the student is
able to continue normal academic progress,
Lockwood said. "If a person is in jail he
can't continue making normal progress to
the degree," Lockwood explained.
The same two criteria would apply to
students who wish to be re-admitted, Lockwood said. He added that an administrativefaculty panel could make readmission
dependent on the meeting of such conditions
as the student's acceptance of treatment or
counseling.
Lockwood said he hoped to have at least
three people on each administrative panel.
"I would operate on the basis of the panel's
findings, but I can't drop my responsibility.
I reserve the right to review any panel
decision if something goes wrong."
No set of procedures and rights of the
defendant in hearings has yet been set up,
Lockwood said, except for the criteria cited
above. He said the defendant would be given
"ample opportunity to present his own case,
with any evidence he wishes," and that he
would consider establishing formal
procedures and rights.
So far three Trinity students have been
suspended by the administration because.of
drug violations. Two have applied for
hearings to be re-admitted. Lockwood
declined to say who ordered the suspensions, saying "It was an administrative
decision Relevant officers got together and

TCC...

Finally, the TCC made a general
statement, supporting the principal of
"involving Black Students in all policies and
decisions on policy concerning Black
Students here at Trinity College now and in
the future.
The TCC recommendation concerning the
TCB's demand for a new house drew the
criticism of the Coalition's co-chairmen.
The TCC said the TCB should be offered a
facility "in adequate condition."
The two students voiced objections to this
response, saying it does not name a specific
house, or set a date by which the College
must offer them a house. Also, it does not
state who will decide what is meant by the
term "adequate condition."
"The College has people living in 84
Vernon Street right now and it should be
condemned," said Barthwell. "Is this what
they mean by adequate condition?"
Keaton observed that the College might
offer the TCB a house which the Coalition
would not find satisfactory. He said the
College should make a concrete proposal
soon.
Another recommendation to which the

(From P.I)
discussed it."

The reaction of at least three student
members of the TCC to Lockwood's announcement was one of disappointment.
Andrew Wolf, '73, said, "I almost fell off my
chair when I heard about President Lockwood's policy on the evening news. I am
disappointed in this policy and President
Lockwood's general handling of the TCC in .
the last five months." :••
"This policy move puts students in a
foolish Jight-all the work TCC did in forming
a drug policy went for naught. The new
policy is the antithesis of what we recommended to President Lockwood. I don't
know what the TCC's function is anymore."
Tim Wallach, '72, said in a" letter to the
TRIPOD that the new policy "is in serious
conflict with the spirit of collegiality, with
the purpose of the TCC as a community
agency in the College's decision-making
process and with the most essential' and
fundamental tenets of the Trinity adjudicative system."
Wallach also said, "I am dismayed that
the recent policy on drug abuse was implemented in disregard of TCC's recommendations and without its consultation."
TCC Chairman "Robert Osher, '71, said,
"I'm disappointed that the TCC wasn't
informed as to what prompted President
Lockwood's decision. I'm sorry we didn't
get any feedback from him on our recommended policy
before he made this announcement,'1 .
,

(FirniP. 1)
spokesmen objected was for "a program to
assist black students and other minority
students in their adjustment to Trinity."
Barthwell said the, inclusion of other
minority groups would make the program
too broad. He said that the TCB is sure it
could run a successful program for Black
students.
:
"We encourage other minority groups to
get together and have their own programs,"
he said. He said he felt these should be kept
distinct from the type of program the TCB is
demanding. He pointed to letters in the
Tripod by Puerto Rican students which
stressed their desire not to be included in the
TCB's demands.
Several members of the committee voiced
sympathy with Barthwell and Keaton.
Davis, a member of the subcommittee
which compiled the report, said that, since
TCB existed and was willing to work in-an
orientation program for Black students,
such a program ought to be established. On
the other hand, he said, they would not be
competent to deal with a foreign student's or
non-English speaking student's adjustment
problems.
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Perspective -

Lockwood's Bad Faith
EDITORIAL SECTION

Naughty, Naughty,
Mr. President
President Lockwood's decision to suspend by administrative
fiat students charged with drug-related felonies belies three
years of rhetoric urging student participation in College
governance.
By succumbing to pressure of powerful members of the
community and the Board of Trustees and to his own fear of
being held responsible for decisions made by a .student panel,
Lockwood has dealt the final blow to students' hopes for a
significant rote in the governance of this institution.
The President rightly reminds the student body that he must
bear the responsibility of decisions which affect the well-being
of the College and its students and faculty. If a student adjudicative panel knowingly allowed a dangerous student to
remain at the college, it is Lockwood, not student members of
the ad[udicative who might bear responsibility for that
student's actions.
Obviously, the safest course for the President to take is to
make all decisions himself after taking recommendations
from a hand-picked panel of administrators.
Although it may be safest for him, It is not the way to run a
college. The President has consistently demonstrated his
inability to see that the rights of students are an important
aspect of the functioning of the College community. His drug
policy decision is only one more example. It is this kind of
insensitivity that has caused him to lose the respect of much
of the student population.
The President cannot adequately fulfil! his responsibility by
being a spokesman for the Board of Trustees which appointed
him. He must bean advocate for the interests of the College as
a whole. He must recognize that these interests go beyond
protecting the College from legal liability and beyond
protecting the College from criticism from the outside community. The President's first allegiance must be to the
establishment and preservation of an educational community
based on mutual trust and shared responsibility.
The participation of students in the governing of their
community both fosters a necessary atomosphere of trust and
contributes to the innovative functioning of the institution. To
allow this participation is to take chances. But the chances we
take are like the risks involved in any free interchange of
ideas.
.
The President must understand thatthe purpose of a college
is to educate students not to protect the President's neck.
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by Jay Mandt

Unless we have a self-governing system than is recognized in law, indeed, it is
resting on genuine trust, we shall not clearly intended to be a political crime, just
preserve our freedom from outside control. as administrative hearings differ from open
-Theodore D. Lockwood judicial processes by being more open to
Convocation Address, Sept. 1969 arbitrary decision-making, and hence to
politically based decisions. The new drug
policy differs from our previous procedures
precisely in allowing punitive, politically
When President Lockwood presented us motivated attacks on students who are
with his plans for "collegiate" government, caught in the public eye as drug abusers. To
many of us believed he acted in good faith. argue in the face of this that we should trust
This belief has been proven false - if the the "good intentions" of the President or
President himself is not personally acting in anyone else is beside the point. If there had
bad faith at this time, then some unnamed, been good intentions, there would have been
but powerful figures are requiring him to. no need for such broad, and loosely defined
In the Convocation Address from which procedures. If the President had any serious
the above remark is taken, the President trust in the members of this community, he
specifically suggested that matters of would not have felt compelled to formulate a
curriculum and social regulations were policy that ignores our views, and even
issues which should be dealt with by faculty, perhaps, our rights.
The President is concerned that he is
caught between the angry public (read: the
college's public, trustees, parents, alumni,
etc.) and the immediate resident community. If the public insists on rapid,
punitive measures against drug users who
get caught, the President can only give in to
their desire, or insist in the strongest terms
'It is important that
that the values of trust and mutual aid which
ideally govern our relations to one another
we express in
here on the campus take precedence over
whatever way possible
the public's anger. That is, he can either
pander to uninformed public outrage, or.
the extent of our
stand with the values which the liberal
education is supposed to inculcate. In this
anger and
case, President Lockwood has forthrightly
chosen the first course. The response has
sense of betrayal."
been praise in the-public media, no doubt
congratulations from parents, Trustees, and
alumni, but anger, resentment, and new,
more vigorous distrust from many of those
on the campus.
The argument over this issue should not
turn on the problems of drug abuse itself: it
students, and administrators, and is not the intent of the opposition to protect
specifically, not by the Trustees. He argued or condone drug abuse. The issue is first of
at that time, that responsibility for decisions all one of student rights (since apparently
in these particular areas of community life this policy contradicts the National Student
should rest in the three constituencies. But Association "Statement on Student Rights"
now of course, through the new regulations on several counts), and second, one of the
on drugs, this point of view has radically immediate and long range future of life on
this campus. The bitterness and distrust
altered.
It is vitally important that the entire sown by the new drug policy will affect all
community consider the nature of the policy aspects of collegiate life; the hypocrisy
promulgated, the problem to which it inherent in a policy which applies only to
speaks, and the way in which the policy was those who get caught in drug abuse, but not
arrived at. In each case it can be demon- to all those who "guilty", will show all of us
strated that the President and the administration have acted without regard to
the essential principles of trust and mutual
consideration on which a collegiate community must be founded. As the President
said correctly in 1969, "All of us deserve to
know who is doing what, and to whom we
may submit a request to change a policy or
procedure." Let me simply note that the
"Star Chamber" hearings provided for
under the new drug policy are closed
proceedings, and the administration has
stated that decisions will not be made
"The new drug policy
public.
As the President has rightfully argued,
differs from our
this community has not responded to the
problem of drug abuse. However, the TCC
previous procedures
has been formulating a policy, and had
precisely in allowing
nearly completed its own study when the
Presidential directive was made this week.
punative, politically
It is clear that the President did not (or was
not allowed) to either wait for the TCC
motivated attacks
action, or to promulgate its proposal immediately to deal with the alledged
on students."
"emergency". Instead, we are presented
with a policy statement which specifies the
College's intent to inform civil authorities in
certain cases (exactly which was not stated)
of drug abuse, the design of "administrative
hearings" to determine whether charged
drug offenders are "dangerous" to the
community, and should thereby be
suspended, and, the design of facultyadministration panels to determine whether
convicted offenders will be readmitted to
the college after serving their sentences. At
no point is this procedure open to public how shabby the behavior of those is, who
view, at no point are any student refuse to take seriously their own values
representatives consulted, although ap- when the effort to take them seriously
parently those persons which might be becomes difficult.
President Lockwood clos°ed his 1969
"endangered" would be in fact, students.
But it is plain that the legal question of the Convocation Address as follows: "Good
College's possible'liability for "knowingly governance rests on faith and responsibility.
harboring a dangerous individual" is not the I trust that Trinity may provide an example
basis tor this action. In the first place, the of that faith and responsibility. I invite all
policy doesn't specify these grounds for a of you to join in the undertaking." It is
hearing, but states rather that hearings will important that we express in whatever way
determine whether the indicted person is possible the extent of our anger and sense of
"detrimental to the well-being of the betrayal. At the very least, if we are going to
College."-This is a much broader "crime" be governed by authoritarian means, let the
governnment cease its hypocrisy.

•Mastering the Draft-

Get Good Grades

Letters to the editor

-Copyright 1971 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro
Are you making satisfactory academic would fulfill all his necessary credits within
progress this spring? If not you may be the two years left before receiving his
drafted next fall. Continuation of a student's degree.
II-S deferment depends upon his
But the school's affirmation did not satisfy
"satisfactorily pursuing a fulltime course of the draft board. Following the definition of
instruction." Unsatisfactory progress is a satisfactory progress to the letter, the board
legitimate ground for denying a future II-S. reclassified Coleman I-A at the start of his
The draft board must decide whether you third academic year and ordered him to
made satisfactory progress during this report for induction. Finally, when
academic year before renewing your II-S for Coleman's case reached court, the Fourth
the next academic year. Draft boards follow Circuit ordered the draft board to classify
a key regulation that purports to lay down him II-S.
an ironclad definition of satisfactory
"Whether a student is 'satisfactorily
progress: "A student shall be deemed to be pursuing a full-time course of instruction,' "
'satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course of the Court declared, 'is a question of fact. In
instruction'
when, during his academic year resolving that question the source of in1
(i.e., the 12-month period following the formation and evidence is obviously the
beginning of a course of study), he has college administration. So long as a college
earned, as a minimum, credits toward his certifies that a registrant is expected to
degree which, when added to any credits graduate on time, and it appears reasonably
earned during prior academic years, probably that he can do so, he should be
represents a proportion of the total number entitled to retain his II-S classification.
required to earn his degree at least equal to When a college cannot certify that the
the proportion which the number of registrant is expected to graduate on time,
academic years completed bears to the certainly a local board would have a basis in
normal number of years established by the fact for terminating the deferment."
school to obtain such degree."
This judicial interpretation of satisfactory
Mercifully, this legalistic formula con- progress is both loose and reasonable. It is
cludes -with its own built-in illustration: loose because it departs from the strict
"For example, a student pursuing a four- letter of the regulations which Coleman's
year course should have earned 25% of the board blindly followed. The court's
credits required for his baccalaureate departure is reasonable, however, because
degree at the end of his first academic year, it looks toward the ultimate goal of
50% at the end of his second academic year, graduation rather than the ups and downs of
and 75% at the end of his third academic annual achievement.
year."
The Fourth Circuit by no means mandated
Suppose, however, that you are several that a draft board's determination of
credits shy of 50% at the end of your satisfactory progress must always be
sophomore year. Can you be denied renewal controlled by the school's certification.
of your II-S for your upcoming junior year? Quite to the contrary, the Court was careful
A negative response was recently handed to point out: "Even where the college
down by the Court of Appeals for the Fourth certifies that the registrant is expected to
Circuit (covering Maryland, West Virginia, graduate on time, in a given case a local
Virginia, North and South Carolina). The beard may nevertheless conclude otherCourt held in Coleman v. Tolson that a wise, e.g., where the registrant is not
student might still qualify for a II-S, even passing the assigned work and has fallen
though, technically, he has not made further behind, there may be a basis in fact
satisfactory progress.
for discontinuing deferment."
Coleman, himself, failed to earn 50% of his
The precedent set by the Fourth Circuit
credits by the end of his second academic- may help many of you in the next few
year in a four-year program. He was just academic years. Remember, even if the II-S
seven credit hours short of being a full- deferment is abolished on June 30, those of
fledged junior.
you who were enrolled in college on or
The deficit was not Coleman's fault. In- before April 22,1970 will continue to remain
stead, it resulted from a school policy of eligible for the II-S under the rules that
requiring certain freshman to pursue three presently prevail. Therefore, the insemesters, rather than the normal two, terpretation of current rules remains
before qualifying as sophomores. Consistent relevant for the future.
with this administrative policy, Coleman
We welcome your questions and comwas a student in good standing in the eyes of ments. Please send them to "Mastering the
the school. The school so informed Draft," Suite 1202, 60 East 42nd Street, New
Coleman's draft board, stating that he York, N.Y.

Book Collectors
Undergraduate students are invited to submit entries to the Jerome P. Webster Book
Collector's contest. Entries are due on or before Friday, April 16 in the library. Three
cash Prizes of $50, $100, and $150 will be awarded by the Library Associates and faculty
advisors. Thirty-five books should be considered as an average-sized collection for the
contest.

'Jock'

'Phone Tax'

Dear Sir:
It is a pity to have missed my entire
Department in your article on faculty
athletic prowess, as we number some of the
more outstanding jocks on campus. It is
particularly dangerous to have missed me.
Sincerely,
NeilH. Garston
Department of Economics
and Brown belt in Karate

'Brigham Young'
Dear Sir:
We need not look with amusement at your
epitaph for Jason Lloyd. He was clearly a
latter-day saint; —not a man for the
moment. We can forgive his claim that a
mixed review keeps the box office busy.
Anyone who has worked in the theater
knows that the only sign of success is if the
people keep coming.
Frank M. Child

racism
To the Editor:
In light of the plague of racial animosity
on the campus I would like to make a few
remarks. Being an involuntary member of
that "anti-human, super-exploitive, racist"
elite known as WHITE PEOPLE my
opinions, of course, should only be construed
as "white supremecy raising its blind, ugly
features." For any other interpretation
might mean that I am human, and that
might mistakenly imply humanity and
compassion, qualities which "racist settlers" "(such as I) cannot possess in maintaining my monopoly on the sacred and
exclusive American dream.
Mr. Martinez's comments reek of the
naturalism and primordial organic theories
believed to be the new key to history in the
nineteenth century. Perhaps as students, we
should make reports on "polychesia"
(excessive defecation), "bromidrosis"
(body odor), and urinalysis, as the Medical
Society of Paris did in determining the
German race after all, German urine was
"found" to contain five per cent more nonuric nitrogen than other races! At this point
I might perhaps quote an appropriate White
racist (Gobineau, Kipling, or how about
Jesus?- he was White, but wasn't he a Jew?)
My point is that when supposedly intelligent people begin to expound race
thinking and blood theory as a Weltanschaung in determining identity, the result
is, politically speaking, not the beginning ot
humanity but its end, not the origin of
people's but their decay, not the natural
birth of man but his unnatural death. If we
are to become students and men and not
pawns and fools, as the TCB "suggests", we
should all realize the absurdities of racethinking and put an end to this contagion.
JohnW.Kirshon'72
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To the Editor,
"If a thousand men were not to pay their
tax bills this year, that would not be a
violent and bloody measure as it would be to
pay them and enable the State to commit
violence and shed innocent blood."
Thoreau's words may be even more important today as we are faced with an endless war. Thus, I again ask Trinity people
to join me in tax refusal to oppose this war.
You can refuse to pay the 10% federal tax on
your phone bill, as I have for the last five
months. Your phone will not be taken away.
I've been assured by the Hartford phone
company that it merely reports my tax
refusal to the Internal Revenue Service,
whom I have yet to hear from. This may be
because 100,000 other people across the
nation are also withholding their phone tax.
Their refusal has gone far beyond the
symbolic level to involve hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
You can also refuse to pay all or part of
your income tax on grounds of conscience.
Already 15,000 people are doing precisely
this.
Some people will contend that withholding
of federal taxes will deprive the government
of money for worthwhile programs. This
problem is remedied by the establishment of
an "alternative fund," meaning that all
withheld taxes are gathered into a fund and
then donated to organizations combatting
poverty, pollution, etc. Thus, none of this tax
money helps to pay for war; all of it goes
where it can only help, not hurt. The point to
remember is that the government will
theoretically use half of each tax dollar you
give it to help finance current military
endeavors,
I'm available for advise and information
on tax resistance. I advise anyone contemplating tax refusal to contact me or
someone else regarding procedural
methods. The tax money you withhold can
be dealt with individually by you or can be
sent to me for purposes of an alternative
fund. Also, please contact me if you'd like to
help with all this.
A group called War Tax Resistance says,
"We. . .are resolved to confront our own
complicity in war, waste and callousness.
We resolve to end to the extent we can our
cooperation with a federal tax program
geared to death more than life."
•
The question you must answer is this: can
you in good conscience pay even one dollar
for an endless war, thereby facilitating and
participating in the slaughter of men,
women and children?
It's your choice. It's not an easy one.
Sincerely,
Steve Barkan '73
(Continued on P.8 )
For Sale
WATERBED MATTRESS
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Box 980/Jonesl! 12
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More Letters to the editor
'Shocked'

'Drug Policy'

well as the TCC may well be of greater
consequence. I am conserned that this
policy represents a de facto repudiation not
only of the adjudicative system but of may
rights of the individual, particularly due
process, as guaranteed by that system and
the NSA-AAUP statement on student rights
and responsibilities.
Perhaps the faculty conference will see its
oversight. Perhaps objections will be raised
at the faculty meeting next Tuesday.
Perhaps the members of the adjudicative
system will make their apprehensions know.
Perhaps the TCC will make a stand on its
own initiative. Perhaps administrators will
again realize what position this places them
in and whether they would wish,to serve in
that position. Perhaps the President will see
that this contridicts his own principles
which he had set down not over two years
ago. and then perhaps nothing will happen
and Trinity will be.
Sincerely,
Tim Wallach

'View'
To the Editor:
Every morning when we rise, and innumerable other times, we find it necessary
to get a picture of what the world is like
beyond our window. Invariably the picture is
always the same: a view of that innately
disconcerting and down right depressing
architectural fart called Jones Hall.
It occurs to us that there might be a
remedy. PAINT! LIFE! COLOR! It's been
sitting right under our noses all of this time.
We have all of the necessary materials: Idle
fingers, begging for a chance at expression,
and eager minds ready to realize their
wildest dreams. The traditional chance for
all to do good for their community. To
change, and to be. "What of cost and
materials?" you say. Mere trivialities. To
speak of cost when human dignity and
environmental harmony are at stake is to
shun those lofty principles upon which our
civilization rests.
We therefore submit that this is an opportunity for the members of the Trinity
community to come together in a spirit of
brotherhood to make this world just a little
nicer to live in. Do not let the opportunity
pass us by.

To The Editor:
To.the Editor:
I have sent the following letter to Thomas
The statement just released by President
entitled "Regulations on Drug Usage", Smith, Vice President of the College:
The administration has embarked upon a
dated April 9, 1971, deeply shocked and
outraged me. I share the deep disatisfaction most considerable undertaking. I am
that a large number of other students feel dismayed that the recent policy on drug
towards, this new school policy, but I also abuse-was implemented in disregard of the
feel that my personal integrity and position TCC's recommendations and without its
as a student member of ..the Trinity College consultation. This is especially poignant
Council; as, well as --the'integrity•-'.of: every after the fact that the. President asked the
other TCC member;:;- hasu})een: strongly; .TCCpri: .January 27 to recommend such a
' questioned;'"•;,- ,'H .;.;:.-;•:;< 'St'^ :^Vl^"'S'-^' . p&liey: with particular regard to an individual's, relationship with the college after
having been charged or" convicted of a
felony.. After more than three months of
The TCC has spent many long and hard deliberation on this matter, the entire TCC,
hours, at Lockwood's request, working on with only one objection, finally submitted to,1,
..setting up a/series of steps and processes the .Presid.ent an all encompassing policy,;
.that woui determine the college's liability not just related to drugs, but to include all
and the. student's ability to continue at felonies, to be implemented within, the
Trinity if he has been charged and/or mechanisms already provided for through
convicted of felonious conduct.
the adjudicative system, In my judgement,
this new policy is in serious conflict with the
spirit of collegiality; with' the purpose of the
After tedious hours of deliberation by TCC as a community agency in the college's
both a sub-committee1 of the TCC and the decision-making process and with the most
TCC1 as a whole, we approved for recom- essential and fundamental tenets of the To the Editor:
mendation t o . t h e President t h a f ' t h e Trinity Adjudicative System.
1 read with interest the recent article,
mechanism for review of situations which
"shadows.." Altough spring seems to be
Specifically the drug policy of April 9,
come to the knowledge of the institution be 1971, manifestly violates the spirit of
returning, that clanging in our heads is
that already provided for be the Judicial collegiality as well as the spirit of present
nothing more than stiff cardboard from
System..." (p. 297 of TCC minutes).
policy as formulated in the President's
which paper tigers breed. There will be no
We restated this on March 17: "This Statement on In-Loco-Parentis in the Trinity
student power, kinetic or potential. There
determination, when the instutitution has Handbook, 1970-71, p. 46, which states: "For
will be no student government. Call or no
To The Editor:
knowledge of an actual charge of conviction, misconduct off campus, each student is
call.
I wish briefly to address myself to Howard
shall be made within the framework outside the College's jurisdiction, and must
Student government and student power
provided by the Adjudicative System..." ( p. accept the consequences taken against him
are irrelevant. They do not condern the Dickler's preface to his letter which ap;S29).
by civil authority," The new policy furinterests or the immediate need of most of peared in The Tripod on March 19. As Senior
thermore conflicts with the joint NSA-AAUP
the students now a Trinity. The Pot rot, Section Editor of The Ivy I .sent Mr. Didder
statement
on
student
rights
and
responbeer, isolated cliques and universally good a letter requesting that he submit a formal
The whole tone of the new regulations
sibilities
(1967)
concerning
due
process
as
grades have effectively disrupted the subtle, photograph in semi-formal attire in order
seems to be completely counter to
underlying issues which have always for him to be included in the; Senior Section,
something we are always hearing from endorsed by the community and the TCC's
amendment
of
March
10,
1971,
allowing
for
constituted the basis of "Trinity Life Style." which the Editorial Board of Tim Ivy has
Lockwood: that this is a college community
such
cases
to
be
dealt
within
the
existing
Contrary to Steve's assertion however, I decided will be formal. Nowhere in that
based on the theory of collegiality. Nowhere
would submit that the students have never letter did I inform Mr. Dickler that he
in the procedures which were just put into adjudicative structure.
oven approached control of the their en- "appear to be a gentleman or suffer the
The policy itself acts to further divide the
effect was the student given a chance to
vironment. It is only a delusion that once, consequences of not appearing at all."
participate. Besides looking at this as a constituencies of the college rather than to
I find it unfortunate that the preface to
some people siezed it.
personal affront, I see it as a serious setback encourage mutual understandings by
When our highly individualised needs once and the content of Mr. Dickler's, published
for Trinity College as a whole, and par- making it policy that anyone "may find
again demand tailoring there will be letter inaccurately referred to a message
ticularly for the student body. It seems that himself obligated" to become an informer,
something. But it will never be a highly that few persons have read, and that you did
Lockwood has finally come out and said other than Dr. Higgins, Dr. Lee or Chaplain
force capable of doing more than approach not print in The Tripod.
. what a lot of us have suspected all along: Tull, rather than consultants, by possibly
the symptoms of the illness.
Sincerely yours,
that the Trustees and administration of this blocking off what little open communication
J. Graves
James A. Kowalski
college are more comcerned with the public may exist between the students and the rest
image that this place has than with the in- of the college, and with the governmental
tegrity of and its fairness tojts student body. process itself setting the administration |
I feel, after the TCC was repeatedly asked against the community. The fact that this is
to draw up a policy statement and then the the case is reinforced by the manner in
recommendation that it makes it totally which the policy was formulated and by the
vetoed, that maybe it's about time for the neglect of existing agencies of community
TCC to follow the Senate's lead. It seem governance as indicated in the manner of
pretty clear that the TCC is somewhere that implementation.
I am appalled that the faculty conference
the administration can turn to when it wants
some inconsequential recommendation and hardly buckled when their advice was
then turn around and proudly say that they sought, again with particular emphasis in
;
have students and faculty involved in the disregard for due process. I am appalled
that administrators of high rank let quietly
decision making process.
die the very principles upon which we have
worked for and with for so long, specifically
Lockwood has said thai these new drug the concept of collegiality. Though it may be
March for The Earth sponsored by The Connecticut Earth Action Group. Rally in Colt
policy regulations are still open to argued that this is only one particular case, '
Park, Hartford at 3 p.m.
modification. 1 would hope that he will what relationship is of more importance
reconsider the policy and modify it ac- than someone's relation with the college in
cording to the recommendations of the TCC, terms of suspension and expulsion? If due
since legally the-school should have some process is to be followed through for parking
formal procedure to deal with felonious violations, how. can one make an exception
conduct of students. But I think that, unless in this case?
the students overwhelmingly make know
Furthermore, • the community learned
their anger, there will be no change. In other
; words, why don't you personally go see about this policy first through the public
Lockwood and make sure that he knows how news media before they heard from their
you feel. Unless we all do something, own college/The TCC, having amended the
nothing is going to change, and this may adjudicative process to allow for these very
. just be the first in a series~Btregulations to cases, has only heard from the administration on its recommendations by
come down.-Do it now!
inference through the new drug policy that
s onsored b
Peace & Freedom, its suggestions ipso facto were1 rejected and
P o f H a r t fy rthe Hartford Area Peace Action Coalition.
Michael Lederberg its advice and consultation are not to be
^
° d «nd Trinity College at 10 a.m. and meet at
frally
m
BuslS
Member-TCC sought. How long will it take up to realize
that the administration will only approve
those measures adopted by collegial bodies
at their behest that they would only, have
adopted in the first place? What kind of fools
do they think we are to believe that we are
gentlemen
.
.
:
I was walking down the long walk on one. taking part in a collegial process? The
recent day of near-spring, and my lungs administration must now know that the
were filled with a ripe aroma. Spying one of stakes for which they have decide to play
the brutes I believed responsible for the are mortal to the TCC and the adjudicative
olfactory offense, I strode over to .him and system or any collegial-decision making
blurted. "Have you been shitting on the body. What kind of members of an academic
community do they think we are? Is it
quad?"
possible that they do not realize that we will
"Ahrf," he lazily replied.
March from th
Taken back by his nonchalant demeanor never cease to persevere to make Trinity a
sponsored by the National Peace Action
Coalition and other groups
and yet fearing the snarling beast I knew lay learning community of higher education?
While the gravity of these aspects of the
under that deceptively sleepy face, I took a
.. new policy is no to be underestimated as I
more subtle approach,
am sure further restrictions on the adyours for happiness and academic judicative system will be forthcoming, I
consider that the effect of this policy on the
freedom,
adjudicative structure of Trinity College as
;
B. Sperry '72

'Government'

'Gentlemen'

Spring Offensive
• April 17-- Hartford

* April 17- Hartford

'Bow-wow'

• April 24- Washington,D.G
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Student Body
An attempt to form a student government
failed after only 8 students submitted
petitions to run for 15 spots in a student
government constitutional convention.
Eleven students from the Trinity College
Council, student-faculty committees, and
other student- organizations called for the
convention early last month. They announced that elections should be held March
23.

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

Elections were later postponed because
not enough students had submitted
petitions. It was hoped that with the extended deadline for petitions until March 26,
more students would become candidates for
the convention.
When no additional students presented
petitions, the call for the convention was
withdrawn.
Tripod columns by Steven H. Keeney '71
and Matthew Moloshok '74 criticized the
attempt at forming a student government.
Moloshok argued that a "student government is just one more middle-man between
the students and where the power genuinely
During Spring vacation fires damaged the Ad fraternity house and the top floors of Northam
resides: the administration. . .Only if the
Towers. The lire at AD was caused by a short circuit in electric power lines. The fire in the attic of
administration and faculty were quite
Northam Towers was caused by electrical appliances being used by several people illegally
willing to donate power to the students
sleeping there.
would the power reside in the student
government." He added that "if students
are stong enough to create and sustain a
powerful government, they do not need a
government at all."
Keeney, former President of the defunct
student Senate, declared that "no concept of
student government has yet proven itself
by Elly Hubert
either necessary or even adequate to the
task of securing student participation in the Large-scale anti-war protests will resume even a group , of antiwar business
this year with a March and Rally in executives," according to the article.
decisions affecting students at Trinity."
Washington D.C. on Saturday April 24, to
A group in the coalition is planning other
The Hartford Area Peace Action Coalition
protest the war in Vietnam. Several groups events in addition to the April 24th march in announced this week, that a march and
including the National Peace Action order to launch what they term the "Spring Rally for Peace and Jobs will be held
Coalition and the Student Mobilization Offensive". The demands of the Spn/ig Saturday, April 17th. The March will begin
Coalition are sponsoring a march from the Offensive, which will last from April 19 to both at the University of Hartford Campus,
Laurence Lafore, novelist and
Wnite House to the Capital followed by a May 16, include in addition to immediate and the Trinity College Campus, and the two
historian, will speak Monday at 8 p.m. in
rally on the Capitol grounds. The Hartford withdrawal oi all U. S. troops from In- groups will converge on Bushnell Park. The
the Washington Room. Lafore is the
routes and time of the march follows;
Peace Action Coalition has chartered buses dochina ;•
author of The Long Fuse, a study of the leaving for Washington on the 24th. Tickets * a war on Poverty
Gather at University of Hartford Campus
origins of World War I, and The End of are available at the Peace Coalition * Freedom for all political prisoners
at 10:00 a.m. March to leave at 11:00, and
Glory, which concerns World War II.
headquarters on Quaker St. in West Hart- * an end to unemployment and inflation
follow Bloomfield Avenue, south, along
ford.
Scarborough Street, Asylum Avenue, past
Buses have been chartered also by an
Other tactics to be used in the Spring the railroad station to Bushnell Park. The
Independant Demonstration sponsored by Offensive will include speeches by Vietnam other group will gather at Trinity College
the Workers League for Socialism against Veterans opposed to the war curing the campus at 10:00 a.m. and will leave the
Imperialism and will be leaving from the week prior to the demonstration.Training campus at 11:00, proceednorth along Broaji
College on the 23rd. Tickets can be pur- Worships in Non-Violence following the Street to Farming ton Avenue, then down
...exclusive!
chased by calling 549-0304 or 549-3492.
demonstration, and another mass rally on Asylum Avenue to Bushnell Park.
According to an article in the New York May 2nd. The speakers at the May "2na rally
The noon ralley at Bushnell Park will
Times on Sunday April 11, the supporters of will include Rev. Ralph ADernathy, Cesar include thejollowing speakers:
this year's march appear to be more Chevaz, Dave Dellinger and Jane Fonda.
Tom Doyle, a union organizer, who has
broadly based. Supporters include "26 The coalition calls for mass non-violent civil held
memberships in the UAW, the
members of Congress, hundreds of labor disobediance from April 28 to May 4th in- Teamsters'
Union, and the Ironworkers'
organizations, veteran groups, theologians, cluding demonstrations at Congress, the Union.
student and community organizations, and Pentagon and the Justice Department.
Jack Smith, two-term Vietnam veteran,
and co-founder of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War. He will speak on the case
of Lt. Calley and war crimes.
Ernestine White, speaking for Hartford
Concerned Trade Unions on the subject:
Racism, Labor, and the War in Southeast
Asia.
,
POEMS WANTED
Other speakers will include Miriam
Butterworth, member of the recent People's
jj
Icelandic Airlines jets
BRADLEY HOUSE PUBLISHING CO. is
Delegation to the Paris Peace Talks, Joan
3 you from New York to LuxFairmont, of Local 1199 AFL—CIO Hospital
g embourg in the heart of
compiling a book of poems on a you PAY
Workers, Leslie Craine, representing the
Europe for best connections
u
3 to everywhere. If you stay
Connecticut Peace Action Coalition, Phil
FEE BASIS. For complete free information
J; overseas over 45 days or
Wheeler, President of the local Chapter
|
under 17 days, our new
UAW, and Brian Steinberg, delegate from
on how you can become a published poet
g
student fare of $300 round
the Musicians' Union to the Hartford Labor
~ trip saves you $212 as
Council.
David Petersen, of the Hartford
send
your
poems
to
B against lowest comparable
Stage Company, will present a reading of
»< fares of any other schedMark Twain's War Prayer.
e
uled airline. Effective for
For more information, check AFSC,
§
students, ages 12 to 26,
a
who depart before June 1
Quaker Lane, West Hartford.

Fraternity Fire

Peace Groups Plan Washington Peace March
March, Rally on Capitol Grounds Scheduled for
Saturday
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LUCKY'S PIZZA
ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
Summer * Sessions
Undergraduate— June 1-July 2 & June 28-July 30
Up to 8 Credit Hours
Liberal Arts Offerings
Near Adirondacks
Computer Science
St. Lawrence Seaway
Summer Theater Workshop
Thousand Islands
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSION,

Write:

st. Lawrence University,
Canton, N.Y., 13617

Where the elite
Bantams meet
to eat
Opening Soon
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Lecture on Paris Commune
A lecture on the historic significance and
political lessons of the Paris Commune will
be given by Fred Mueller, a member of the
Political Committee of the Workers League,
on Monday evening at 8:30 in Sea bury 4.
The lecture will be followed by a film
dealing with the May-June 1968 upheaval in
France and the international student protest
movement.
The lecture will discuss the meaning of the
Paris Commune for the international
working class in its present struggles
against Capitalism.

Budget
(from P. 1)
chases will probably remain about the same
as this year's," according to Lockwood.
The Athletic department will receive
$70,000, a $3000 increase over last, year's
budget. The figure, $5000 below what the
department requested, does not include
faculty salaries.
Maintenance of the College is projected to
rise bv 10%, according to Lockwood. An
allotment of $945,000 was set aside for the
rising cost of utilities, as well as an increased union contract.
An additional item on the budget is $50,000
that the College must pay next year in
unemployment compensation according to
new State and Federal provisions.
From the increased room rent the College
will spend $65,000 on dormitory, rennovations.
H. McKim Steele, secretary of the
Faculty, said in an interview Wednesday
that there are "two routes" the Faculty can
follow to deal with the squeeze on Faculty
increases. "One, we can review our own
process of teaching with a view to improving
it, in qualitative terms. Two, we can take
some sort of note of the B & G people and go
down the path toward trade unionism in
order to insure that the Faculty's financial
interests and working conditions will be
protected," Steele said.
Steele said there are "no surprises in the
budget. It simply points to the kinds of
pressures on the College."

In explaining the need for an understanding to the Paris Commune, William
Van Auken. '72, stated that "We are now
confronted with the heritage of the Commune of 1871 in the struggles of the workers
of Southeast Asia, Poland, England, and
the United States. For us the history of the
Commune must not be just a great moment
in the struggle of the international working
class for power; it is a direct lesson for
today."
, .
. ,
He added that the revolutionary events of
1968 in France and Czechoslovakia "should
make it clear to every student that the
issues raised by the Communards of 1871 are
of burning importance to us today."
Van Auken emphasized the relation of the
Paris Commune lecture to the independent
rally of the Workers League in Washington
on April 24th. "The principal lesson of the
Commune concerned the need for the
creation of a revolutionary working class
party," he delared. "On April 24th the
Workers League will apply this lesson by
presenting tne necessary alternative to
NPAC's opprtunist and Stalinist leadership," Van Auken concluded.

Mead Lecture
Laurence Lafore, novelist and historian,
will speak Monday at 8:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room. Lafore is the author of
The Long Fuse, a study of the origins of
World War I, and The End of Glory, which
concerns World War II.
Lafore is also the author of several novels,
including Learner's Permit, Stephen's
Bridge, The Devil's Chapel, and a murder
mystery. Lafore has also written on racing
cars, French wines, colonial architecture,
diplomatic history, and cooking.
Lafore was graduated from Swarthmore
College and from the Fletcher School of
Diplomacy. He taught at Trinity from 1940
to 1942. In 1946 he returned to Swarthmore,
and for the past three years has been
professor of history at the State University
of Iowa.
Lafore's lecture is being sponsored by the
Mead Fund, under the auspices of the
history department. The lecture is open to
the public.

FRIDAY, April Hi
1:30 p.m. - Lightweight Crew - C.W.Post
11:45 a.m. -1:45 p.m. BAKE SALE Cakes, and St. John at C.W.Post.
Cookies, Brownies and other Goodies
2:00 p.m. - Track - Middlebury - Home.
sponsored by Trinity Staff Women's Club - T
2:00 p.m. - Lacrosse - Holy Cross - Away
V Lounge, MCC
3:00 p.m. - Crew - Coast Guard and WPI 2:00 p.m.-F. Golf-Taft-Away
Home.
3:00 p.m. - V; Tennis - Holy Cross - Away
5:00 p.m. - Shabbat Service and Kiddush
SUNDAY, April 18
sponsored by Hillel - Goodwin Lounge.
: ,6:30; and 10:30 -p.m.- - Film: "PerSailing; .
:
formance" - Cinestudio
9:30 a.m. Co-ed Dinghy Invitational at
8:30p.m. and 12:20 a.m. - Film: "Petulia" UCONN
- Cinestudio. '
9:30 a.m. - New Englands - Eliminations
;
8:3O p.m. - AN EVENING OF CON- at U.R.I.
TEMPORARY DANCE - Director, Clive
10:30 a.m. - Raven Invitational at Coast
Thompson - Admission Free .- Goodwin Guard.
Theatre, A.A.C.
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist of Sermon 4:00 p.m. - Lecture by Barbara Rubin, Chapel Singers - Chapel.
Bureau of Social Science Research,
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass ..-.;•
Washington D.C. CONSUMERS and Alumni Lounge
COURTS; Some work in socilogy of law - . 5:15 p.m. - SIMS - Alumni Lounge.
:
. L.S.C. Auditorium sponsored by Dept. of ; 7:00 p.m. - Folk Dancing - Wean L.
;
Sociology.
•••••.•'.
7:30 p.m. - Film: "Give Her The Moon" SATURDAY, April 17
Cinestudio.
All Day - Campus Beautification Day
; 9:15 p.m. -Film: "Electra" - Cinestudio.
sponsored by MHBofG - Mather Campus
'8:15 p.m. - Hartt College Collegium
Center.
Musicum (string ensemble and lute consort)
;
5:30 p.m. - Chapel Builders Service and - Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.
Dinner - Chapel and Faculty Club.
7:30 p.m. - Film: "Performance" - MONDAY, April 1!)
Cinestudio.
7:00 p.m. - MHBoG - Senate Room.
9:15 p.m. - Film: "Petulia" - Cinestudio
8:00 p.m. - Mead Lecture in History by
8:30 p.m. - CONTEMPORARY DANCE Prof. Laurence LaFore, Univ. of Iowa "The
(as Friday).
Origins of World War I" - Washington Rm.,
"1:00 p.m. - V. Baseball- Coast Guard - MCC
Home.
7:30 and 9:15 p.m. - Films (as Sunday).

Gem-Mayflower movers are
storing students belongings this
summer. Very reasonable costincludes pick-up and delivery
from campus keep your stereo,
radio, clothes and books safe
and secure.
See Vic Haas Box 451 or call
247-7498

Student Budget

President Lockwood will discuss the
College Budget with interested students
Monday, April 19, 4 p.m., Wean Lounge.

Any student organization which dcsiros.
to receive money from the Studiml Activities Fund for the academic year 19711972 must submit applications in
triplicate to Box (ills on or before Wednesday, April 28, 1971.

Conference
An
existential-phenomenological
conference on "Science vs Scientism:
Can the Human Sciences Offer Any
Fresh and Radical Approaches to the
Technological Problems of Today?" will
be held here on April 23 and 24.

Writing

This Week

SUMMER STORAGE

Budget

HELP WANTED

Part-time steady help
Some experience in
Pizza-Grinder Business
(walking distance)
Call 522-9330
or 522-0422

LUCKY'S PIZZA

You can win prizes for your writing
ability. Deliver poems to Hugh Ogden,
stories to Steven Minot, Essays to Paul
Smith, plays to David Eliet, and taped
speeches to John Dando.

Congress
Congressman Robert F. Drinian, the
first Jesuit priest to be elected to
Congress, will speak on "The Problems
and Dilemmas Confronting the 92nd
Congress" at Trinity College on Monday,
April 26 at 8 p.m.

Economics
Dr. Ronald F. Wippern, associate
professor at the Amos Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth College, will
deliver the annual Ferris Lecture in
Corporation Finance and Investments on
Tuesday, April 20. Dr. Wippern, a
specialist in managerial economics and
financial management, will speak at 7:45
in the Auditorium of the Life Science
Center on "Finance and Investment
Analysis in Graduate Management
Education."

Dancing
Hey Folks! How about Folk Dancing
with us Sunday night. There'll be a real
live teacher (besides Sue). It will be at
7:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge.

Sailing
Washington
Trinity may still nominate a student
(or students) to three one-semester
programs of The American University in
Washington D.C. (Urban Semester
Program,
Washington
Semester
P r o g r a m , International Semester
Program) for the Christmas Term 19711972.
The program is open to any junior or
senior who has had a course in American
National Government or the equivalent,
and whose overall grade average is at
least a B-. Interested students must see
Dean Winslow' no later than April 19,
1971.

Anyone interested in either spring
racing or recreational sailing with the
Corinthian Yacht Club should contact
Woody Bowman, Box 458, or Mr. Miller
Brown, faculty advisor.

Lecture
Barbara Rubin, Project Director at the
Bureau of Social Science Research in
Washington, D . C , will lecture on
"Consumers and Courts: Some Work in
the Sociology of Law."

Susskind
Philippines
An Open Semester doing independent
research is available in the Philippines
lor i or 2 interested students for the
Christmas Term 1971-1972. Financial aid
from Trinity may be used in this
program. See Dean Winslow as soon as
possible.

Lafore
Novelist and historian Laurence
Lafore will speak on "The Coming of the
* irst World War" at the College oh April
19. Dr. Lafore, professor of history at the
State University of Iowa, will be
delivering the Mead Lecture in History at
8:00 p.m. in the Washington Room. Dr
Lafore is the author of "The Long Fuse"'
widely acclaimed as the best synthesis on
the diplomatic origins of World War I

Lecture
Bradley W. Perry, Professor of
physics, will deliver a lecture, entitled

David Susskind, television personality,
film innovator and theater producer, will
give an address at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday
evening, April 27 at the University of
Hartford. Susskind will recount the
highlights of his public career, in a talk
entitled "And Then I Met," at the
Physical Education Center.

Tutors
The Hartford Public High School needs
college volunteers to tutor high school
students. The time required is one to
three days a week from 1:30 to 2:25.
Please contact Johnny Di Benedetto at
525-1971.

Volunteers
The Annie Fischer School needs Trinity
volunteers to work with the Teacher
Corps in a community organized •
program of tutoring in math and reading.
The children range from grades 4-8. The
program will begin operation this
Saturday from 9:30-11:30 and continue
through May 15. If you can help please
leave your name with the Office of
Community Affairs at ext. 310.
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NCAA Awards Greenblatt
Postgraduate Scholarship
After Trinity defeated Rochester the
TRIPOD warned UCLA that the Bantams
were their basketball equal. Has the
TRIPOD ever lied to you before? The
National Collegiate Athletic Conference
proved that at least one of Trinity's
basketball players was equal to one of the
Bruins - both on and off the court. Senior
captain Howie Greenblatt, the school's
second leading career scorer, was selected
by the NCAA as one of only 15 college senior
basketball players to receive a $1000
Postgraduate Scholarship.
The scholarship is awarded annually to
those senior basketball players who are
considered to epitomize the term scholarathlete, as each has achieved an exceptional
college academic and athletic record.
The member of the NCAA championship
UCLA squad whom Greenblatt joins on the

Floyd, McGuirk
Named Captains
Captains-elect for Trinity College 1971-72
winter sports teams and top award winners
for the past season have been announced by
the college.
Junior guard Al Floyd and junior forward
Thomas McGuirk were elected co-captains
of the 1971-72 Bantam basketball team.
They succeed Howie Greenblatt who
rtjrVif/
received the MVP award for the past
campaign. Greenblatt was the first player
under 6' at Trinity to score over 1,000 career
A Trinity freshman lacrosse player is seen trying to recover the ball during Wedpoints. He had 1.-214. Greg Shepard won the
nesday's game with Taft. The Bantams, hurt by inexperience, hope to avenge their
coaches' foul shooting trophy with 74%.
opening game loss when they play Loomis tomorrow.
Richard Palmer was named captain of
next season's squash team. He was also
named the John A. Mason Most Improved
Squash Player and he won the intrasquad
Newton C. Brainard Squash Championship
by defeating Frank MacGruer in a close
match.
Elected co-captains in hockey are Tom
Savage and Carl Norris. Their
And they said it couldn't be done. For ; 3. Durland (T) 2:07.4
predecessors, John Milliken received the
what may possibly be the first time in
1 mile run: l. Hart (A); 2. Durland (T) ; 3. Albert Williams leadership award and
Trinity College history, the Bantams neither Butler (A) 4:37.1
Clifton McFeeley won the Gold Stick trophy
won nor lost their track meet. Running at
2 mile run: l. Perry (A); 2. Ruben (A) ; 3. as the leading scorer in 1970-71.
Amh'erst on Wednesday, Trinity tied the Hart {At 10:1)4:7; ? j f i :•» •';. v '•;>
Named co-captains in fencing are Paul
Lord'Jeffs, 75-75, in their first meet of the
High hurdles: 1. Bechenau (T.); 2. Meyendorff and Philip Daley. Meyendorff
season. The tie was made possible because Taressig (T); 3. Rogalski (A) 15.6 sec.
shared the Marsh Frederick • Chase
of the addition of a new event, the 440 yard
Int. hurdles: 1. Butler (A); 2, Bardolph Memorial Award with Marshall Garrison
relay. Tom Bachenau was the team's only (A). ; 3. Curwen (T) 60.1 sec.
and Daley shared the Thomas. H. Taylor'
double winner, capturing the high hurdles
Hammer: 1. Pomeroy (A); 2. Reisbard trophy with J. Bruce McWilliams.
and long jump,
Record setting medalist David Brown was
(A) ; 3. Morini (T) 138' 8"
Coach Dave Buran was generally pleased
High jump: l. Ryer (T); 2. Shepard (T); elected captain of the swimming team for
with his team's initial performance. "We 3. Czajkowski (T) 5'10"
next season. He received the John E. Slowik
did pretty well considering the fact that
(MVP) swimming award. During the season
Pole vault: 1. Johanson (T) 11'
we've worked out only two days since
Long jump: 1. Buchenau (T); 2 MacLeod he set a college record in the 200- yard inreturning from vacation," said Buran, (A) ; 3. Ryer (T) 2.0'21/4"
dividual medley with a 2:15.2 performance.
"Amherst, on the other hand, had been
Alson receiving a gold charm for a new
Triple jump: 1. Czajkowsko (T); 2.
running for the past two weeks and had Ryer (T); 3. MacLeod (A) 42'8" record was Charles Mack for his 11:35.2
already competed on four meets." Coach
Discus: 1. Rows (T); 2. Dowling (A) ; 3. clocking in the 1,000 freestyle. The Robert
Buran also felt that the day's poor weather Morini (T) 142'10"
Slaughter, "Most Improved" award went
to
;
conditions (cold and wind) may have
Shot: 1. Naab (T); 2. Morini (T); 3. Rows freestyler Robert Mann.
hampered his team's performance.
(T) 43'8 1/2"
Gold awards, symbolic of three varsity
Javelin: 1. Rowe (T); 2. Naab (T); 3. letters in the same sport went to Ronald
One area in which the team will need
Cretaro, Howard Greenblatt and Gregory
much improvement is the running events. Keane (A) 168'7 1/2"
440 yd. relay: 1. Amherst; 2. Trinity 45.1 Shepard, all basketball; Spencer Knapp and
On Wednesday the Bantams captured first
William Booth in squash and Christopher
place in seven of eight field events, but won sec.
only one of ten events in the running comMile relay: 1. Amherst; 2. Trinity 3:42.2 Knight in swimming.
petition. Another key is conditioning. Coach
Buran feels that the Bantams were
definitely hurt by their two week vacation
layoff and need assed work to get back into
top running condition.
The Results:
Trinity's varsity tennis squad makes it Trinity's nine matches include such major
100yd. dash: l.Reed (A) ; 2. Duckett (T); debut this afternoon at 3:00 p.m. in a natch opponents as Yale, UConn, and the
3. Williams (A) 9.9 sec.
at Amherst. The freshman squad also opens University of Rhode Island, along with
220yd. dash: l.Reed (A) ; 2. Duckett (T) ; its slate with a match against the Lord Jeff expected trouble from Wesleyan, Amherst,
3. Williams (A) 23.0 sec.
Williams, and Springfield. With competition
yearlings.
440yd. dash; 1. Scott (A) ; 2. Stabler (T) ;
As usual New England weather has like this the netmen have a challenge topost a
3. Geiser (T) 54.0 sec.
havoc with Roy Dath's racqueteers winning campaign. But if the sophomores in
880 yd. run : 1. Semlear (A); 2. Drisco (A) played
and their scheduled openers. The Army particular come through, the team should
match during spring vacation was cancelled be able to answer that challenge.
The Trinity women's tennis squad,
due to snow, while a cold rain at Amherst on
Wednesday forced postponement of that meanwhile, opened its season on a sucmatch until today. And to make things cessful note Wednesday afternoon by
more complicated, today's scheduled downing an outclassed Central Connecticut
match at Holy Cross has been moved up to squad, 5-2 in the team's first official intercollegiate match.
May 3.
Coach Roy Dath's Bantam Beauties were
The 1971 Trin team is led by junior captain
them in the icecap. The day's best defensive Dick Palmer. Palmer is part of a nucleus of headed by four strong performances in
play occurred in the second inning of the four returning veterans from last year's 3-5 singles matches where Trinity emerged
first game. A Colby batter stroked the ball squad which include senior Bruce Mahaffey, with easy wins. A double victory completed
over the left field fence for what appeared to and juniors Rick Palamar and Gary the triumph over the Blue Devils from New
Britain.
Mescon.
be a home run. Leftfielder Ghazey
After freshman Cindy Howar, playing
Thes returnees should receive strong
however, jumped over the fence and caught
support from three sophomores who number one, lost her opening match, Trinity
he ball while tumbling into the bleachers
Trinity played Amherst on Tuesday and emerged from last year's frosh team with came roaring back with Starr Badger's 6-4,
scored for the first time, in four years undefeated marks. They are George 6-0 win. Susie Martin won her match by a 6a g S t the Lord Jeffs. Steve Fink was Sutherland, Jeff Harris and Malcolm 0 6-2 count, while Ann Rohlen also emerged
victorious by a 6-0,6-1 score. Frshman Erica
rocked lor 14 runs in three and a third in- MacColl.
Thus, the main obstacle to a successful Dumpel completed singles action with a
nings Ghazey and McCabe each collected
S hits for the outgunned Bantams The Bantam season appears to the rough convincing 6-0, 6-1 victory over the Central
S a l score was Amherst 19 and Tnn.ty 7. schedule facing the Dathmen. This year team of Smith and Lundgren.

Bachenau Cops Two Firsts
As-Bants Tie Lord Jeffs

First Match Today

Dathmen Oppose Amherst

Battles . . .

(Frcm P. 12)

scholarship list was George Schofield, the
Bruins ball hawking guard. He, Vaughn
Wedeking of Jacksonville fame and three
other players were selected from the
NCAA's "at large" division. Headlining the
selections from the University Division
were Purdue's Geirge Faeber, Illinois'
Claude Howat and Mike Newlin of Utah. The
latter was the player who scored a buzzer
shot after a brilliant court long drive to send
the College All-Star game into overtime.
Greenblatt was one of five College
Division student-athletes selected. The only
other player whom Trinity competed
against that was selected by the NCAA was
MIT's Bruce Wheeler. The Engineer
hoopster scored 19 points against the
Bantams, but it wasn't enought to lead MIT
to victory; Greenblatt netted 30 points
against the Engineers, rallying Trinity to
their first basketball triumph of the year,
Howie said that he was "really pleased"
to receive the award. He was nominated for
the honor by the school and had to fill out an
application as to what he had done at school
athletically, academically and extracurricular! y and what he intended to do
with the money should he receive the award.
Howie said that he wasn't really surprised
at his selection because Trinity Athletic
Director Karl Kurth had told him that the
college had nominated three individuals
before, and each had received the award.
In addition to the money, Greenblatt
received a certificate from the NCAA, citing
him for his performance as a scholarathlete. A member of Phi Betta Kappa here,
Greenblatt carries a 3.7 academic average.
He is an English and Religion major and
said that would apply the scholarship
towards his graduate school studies at
Brandeis.

Howie Greenblatt

Slaughter Given
Service Award
Trinity College swimming coach Robert
D. Slaughter was honored March 24 by the
College Swimming Coaches Association of
America, in Iowa City, Iowa.
Slaughter was at the University of Iowa,
to receive a "distinguished service" award,
which was made at the association's annual
banquet preceeding the NCAA Swimming
Championships which open today.
Slaughter, an assistant professor of
physical education, has coached two
national champion swimmers- David Tyler,
"67 and Bill Bacon, '68. The college's most
improved swimmer award is also named
after Slaughter.
A graduate of Springfield College,
Slaughter came to Trinity in 1951 as a parttime trainer. After receiving, his masters
degree from Springfield in 1952, he was
appointed instructor and trainer.
Slaughter has been head swimming coach
at Trinity for 15 years.
A native of Lawrence, Mass., Slaughter
became freshman swimming coach at
Trinity in 1953. In 1957 he was named head
varsity coach.
Slaughter is past president of the New
England College Swimming Coaches
Association and is a member of the National
College Swimming Coaches Association,
which gave him the award.
In addition to his coaching duties,
Slaughter serves as a trainer for all sports
here. Before coming to Hartford he was on
the athletic staff at Grinnell College.
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Laxmee Defeated by Union
On Second Overtime Score

by Dick Vane
Bantam attackmen Jack Nelson won the Funston, Jeff Kupperman and Richard
Nelson war and helped Trinity to their Mazzuto. Goal: Bill Fisher.
Box Scores:
opening day victory over Bowdoin here,
0 2 11 1 1 1 - 6
Saturday. Jack scored one goal and was Union
0 2 11 1 1 0 - 5
credited with two assists. Jack's twin Trinity
brother Steve scored two of the Polar Bear's Goals:
goals, but they weren't enough to offset a Union-Hogan, Sanderson, Peng, Ciesinsky,
three goal Trinity second period outburst Gross, White
that iced the game for the Bantams.
Trinity-Birmingham (2), Atwater, Crosby,
Birmingham also scored two goals Poirier.
against Bowdoin and has emerged as the
2 3 2
1-8
team's early season scoring leader with four Trinity
2 0
1 0 - 3
to date. Crosby has three, and Phillips two. Bowdoin
Birmingham and Crosby are middies and Goals:
Coach McPhee, noting this, said that the one Trinity-J. Nelson, Birmingham (2), Phillips
facet of the game he would like to improve (2), Crosby (2), Ross
would be the team's scoring output from its Bowdoin-S. Nelson (2), Bonasera
attackmen.
But for the most part, McPhee said that he
was pleased with the laxmen's performance. "We've outshot both our opponents; including a 47-40 advantage over
Union. Our cleaning and rolling is the best
we've had here in five years. We don't have
Photographers whose entries in the
any outstanding players, but we play a
Tripod photo contest are not on display in
strong team game. The team's morale is
the Arts Center may pick up their entries
fantastic.
• » ;
McPhee singled out goalie Bill Fisher for
at the Tripod office on Wednesday or
his outstanding play. Co-captain Bill
Sunday nights.
(Lawson Photo)
Prevost and defenseman Keith Funston
were also praised by McPhee.
Trinity's freshman lacrosse team is seen in action during Wednesday's 9-2 loss to Taft.
Watching the play develop is Trinity's goalie, Chris Wyle (no. 10). The Bantams return to
The Bantam coach was especially
action tomorrow hosting Loomis Academy.
disappointed with the result of the Union
game because he considered it a key to a
highly successful season. "It was too well
played a game to have it end the way it did,"
commented McPhee. "MIT is on our
schedule and they're ranked third in New
England, and Amherst and Wesleyan also
Those leaving college who wish to
iiave very strong teams. If we had won this
donate furniture, books, rugs, appliances
game I would have been confident of a 6-3
and miscellaneous items to the Cuban
season,"
by Shawn O'Donnell
Refugee Program are asked to contact
Mrs. W. Garcia, Williams Memorial 209.
Trinity was 1-2 in pre-season play, falling
Halfway m e a s u r e s seldom work. lumber in it. Gone are the days when pitcher
to Ohio State and UConn while beating
Determined to get off to a fast start, the Miles King could give up three runs in two
Southern Connecticut. McPhee explained
Trinity baseball-team scraped up enough games and lose both of •them. Sophomores.,
that inclement weather put the team "way
money to get to Washington, D.C. for three Joe McCabe and Bob Ghazey are the best
behind" at the season's outset. The Ohio
exhibition game's. Unfortunately, the Colby looking hitters to come to the varsity in
State scrimmage was planned while McWhite Mules were able to train in Florida years. McCabe, a left-handed batter who
Phee was in Columbus, working on his
and they used their edge in conditioning to coils before,swinging like Leon Wagner used
doctorate, from 1968-69. The Trinity coach
lake both ends of a season-opening to do, homered in Washington and at'
rated the Buckeyes and Bantams "about
doubleheader, 12-7 and 1-0. Although the Amherst. Ghazey and junior Bill Foster
The Children's Museum (Gengras)
even", but noted that two of Ohio State's Allgames were close, the Bantams found each hit long drives over the fence in the 12-7
Planetarium in West Hartford is
American candidates were absent because
themselves outslugged and outpitched. loss to Colby, prompting some fans to
currently showing "Legend of the
of injuries. Trinity lost to the Midwesterners
Three days later, Amherst humbled the suggest that traffic may have to rerouted
Heavens," a display about Greek and
4-2, the difference in the game being the
Bantams, 19-7.
Sioux Indian myths regarding the conBuckeye goalie who was credited with 22
around Broad Street during games this
stellations.
This year's line-up, from top to bottom, year. Centerfielder Dave Nichols had nine
saves.
from the engine to the coboose, has plenty of total bases in one game in Washington
Ohio State lacrosse coach Conrad Steele
(three doubles, one triple) and he has
was quoted as saying that the Buckeye trip
continued his lusty hitting into the regular
here was their "best spring trip ever," and
season, Paul Smyth followed the managerhe commended the fine treatment his
to-star script that the departed Jack Willirr
.players received while they stayed here.
wrote when he put aside his pencil and
The 19 Ohio State players stayed at Trinity
scorebook to take over second base last
for five nights, boarding in the rooms of
season. Smyth is the defending batting
Bantam players. They ate at Mather Hall
(which may explain the All-Americans'
champion. Back to help Smyth around the
injuries), their food being paid for by Ohio
keystone sack is senior Mike James, an
by Jim Hall
State.
accomplished shortstop whose selfThree Trinity Heavyweight crews, the division national championships last assurance makes him a natural leader.
The Bantams meet Holy Cross tomorrow
in Worcester at 2 p.m. Trainer Bob coached by Norm Graf, soundly defeated all year, have a relatively new boat this season. James bats second behind Smyth and he is
Slaughter rated Phillips availability as still Amherst and C.W. Post opposition in the Members on the boat from last year's the type of player who can move a runner
being questionable. Funston's status season's opening races at Amherst last national championship freshman team are around with a sacrifice, a walk, or a
remains doubtful also. He suffered a groin Saturday, April 10. In the first race, the Dave Brown at stroke, Rich Ricci at three grounder to the right side. Don Viering is the
pull against Union. McPhee said that he was Junior Varsity event, the Bantam squad was oar, Malcolm Poole at five, and Winthrop starting, catcher and a switch hitter.
optimistic that, barring injuries and a joined by the Amherst J.V. and the Trinity Redmond coxing. Doug Lake '72, a veteran "Hit'em down the lines, that's where
student strike, Trinity would have a suc- Frosh, as neither C.W. Post nor Amherst of the 1970 J.V. squad is rowing at the four donkeys are", Casey Stengel once said to his
had boated a freshman team. In the ensuing oar. Veterans of the Bantam eight are Bob batters. Trinity's opponents would be wise,
cessful season.
dogfight, against a strong current and
The Bantam starting lineup; Attack: headwind, Trinity J.V.'s, stroked by Senior Benjamen at seven, Jack Reale at six, Rob to eschew this directive as sophomores John
Phillips or John Stevenson, Nelson, At- Jeff Clark, pulled across the line first with a Lawrence in the two position, and Steve Neuner at third and Joe McCabe at first are
water. Middies: Crosby, Birmingham, and time of 6:49.1 just nipping our freshman Lines, captain, at bow.
capable glovemen. Ghazey is a fixture in left
After several preseason encounters with and Captain Tommy Thomson rounds out
Harper Follensbee. Defense: Prevost, boat which finished in 6:58.1. Amherst
Yale, Brown, M.I.T., and Wesleyan, the the starting nine in right field. The bench W
finished a weak third with a time of 7:41.
crew looks forward to the Mason-Downs Cup crowded with talented, useful ball players.
In the Varsity event which followed, the races (the only home event of the season) Norm Aprill has a lifetime average of over
Bantam eight had no difficulty dominating this Saturday, April 17. Entered will be .300 and he batted in one run and scored,
both the Amherst and Post boats. Trinity eights from the Coast Guard Academy and another against Amherst. George Gonyer,
crossed the line with a time of 6:34 with W.P.I. The "Coasties", new in the league Mike McGuirk and Bill Zachry can fill in a'
Amherst and Post at 7:08 and 7:22, this year, have been giving their early opa number of positions.
respectively.
position a formidable showing. However,
Juniors Bill Foster and Steve Fink will get
fh
Trinity's lightweight varsity crew placed the
° Bantams, having just completed two
Plagued by inexperience, the freshman
third in a J.V. race against MIT and Yale strenuous weeks of double session workouts most of the starts on the mound. Sophomore
lacrosse team dropped its first game of the
John Suroviak pitched a superb two-hitter
Saturday on the Housatonic River. MIT took will assuredly be up for the competition.
season to Taft School on Wednesday, 9-2.
against Colby in the second game. He was a
the event by a length over Yale with a time
The home event will also be the first ofThe team's only two goals, both of which
of 5:50.6 over the 2000 meter race. Yale was hcial season races for the freshman team bit wild (six walks in seven innings) but he
came in the last quarter, were scored by
timed at 5:45 while Trinity's lightweights coached again this year by Richard Dale showed enough command to convince Coacn
Frank Chase and Rick Kauffman.
finished in 6:15.'The Bantams, were holding Irinity '70. This squad, possibly bigger and Robie Shults that he belongs in the rotation.
According to coach Bill Sferro, inex- their own about halfway through the race
Junior Bill Zachary will do the relief work.
stronger than even last years championship
perience will be the team's big problem all but faded down the stretch.
The ground crew had to resort to scorched
freshman
boat,
should
be
a
team
to
watch
in
year. The team consists of seventeen
earth tactics (they tried to burn some of the
The
Bantam
Varsity
which
took
a
third
in
the next several weeks of races.
players, only four or five of whom have ever
slop off the field) in preparation for the
played lacrosse before. Most of the schools
Varsity
J.V.
Colby double feature. The teams manage"
Frosh
that the Bantams will be playing, however,
over
twenty hits in the first game- 3
5 Brown, D.
have full lacrosse programs and will unClark, J.
•remarkable
achievement considering ho*
Putnam,
C.
. 7 ..Benjamin, R.
doubtedly be better prepared for the conWhite, J.
chilly it was. Colby scored five runs in the
Jordan, C.
6 Reale, J.
tests,' •;' •
• •• .;.';. ••' "• • :•• ;.• •• ':• '
Seeger, R.
last inning to surge to a 12-7 victory. By the
Stevens, T.
5 Poole, M.
-.. The team's starting lineup consists of:
Hall, J.
end of game one, the players might have
Mooney, C.
.4 Lake, D.
Dreux, D.
••;,- goalie, Chris :Wy\e; attack, Jack Cowles,
thought they were part of a vast cryogenics
Callahan, K.
15 Ricci, R.
. John Westermann, and Frank Chase; midLivingston, D.
experiment.
As it happened, Colby's Glass
Fenkel,
W.
2
Lawrence.
R
% Held, Steve Rogers, Chuck Sh'reve, and Rick
Coyne, J.
and Trinity's Suroviak put the bats'in c°10
Parker, D.
B Lines, S.
Kauffman; and defense, Rip Lincoln, Paul
Ellis, R.
storage, yielding just three hits between
Barney, W. '.
Griffith; and Bart Schneider.
cox. Schaefer, R.
cox. Redmond, W
cox. Pleasant, L.
(continued on p. 11)
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Bantam Baseballers Bow
In Amherst, Colby Battles

Astronomy

st

Rowers Win 1 Meet
Sink Amherst, Post

Frosh Lacrosse
Falls In Opener

^

